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Io0 INTRODUCTION
i.i EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES
%
The basic purpose of the exper_eental system described and evaluated in
this report is to provide information which will assist in the selection
of materials and components for incorporation in the NRX ( NERVA Reactor
Experiment) currently being designed by Westinghouse Astronuclear labora-
tory.
There is at present insufficient information on the performance of many
items in the high radiation environment which is required in the NRX
system. A water-cooled capsule has been designed and installed in HT-1
at PBRF for testing the required items in a high radiation environment.
The dose rate in HT-1 is considered the closest available to the actual
NRX levels, and a primary consideration is that many of the radiation
effects which are of importance are those associated with dose rate
rather than total integrated dose.
1.2 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
This is a loop-type facility which provides the capability for test-
instrument actuation and data acquisition. The facility consists of an
inpile water-cooled capsule, associated piping, and handling equipment,
and is located in Quadrant C of PBRF. The capsule is installed from the
Quadr&nt C side of HT-I. The items to be tested are contained in the
water-cooled capsule.
1.3 TEST ASSEMBLIES
Some types of test assemblies to be irradiated are pressure transducecs,
strain gages, linear displacement transducers, resistance thermometers,
accelerometers, and various mechanical components. Westinghouse Drawing
566F393 shows a typical test assembly specifically designed for strain
gage testing. Since the nuclear and thermal characteristics of all
conceivable test assemblies cannot be predicted, the approach in this
report has been to analyze the system assuming certain "envelope" values
for one typical experiment. These values are:
Total Weigh_ 9 ib
Outside Diameter 6.12 inch
Length 6.5 inch
m
i
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2.0 PROCESS DESIGN
2.1 SYSTEM OBJECTIVES AND DESCRIPTION
The objective of the coolant system is to remove the heat generated in
the materials exposed to the neutron and gamma field existing in HT-1.
The critical objective of the design is to provide cooling in a manner
such tha_ surface temperatures will not only be controlled under any
mode of operation but also may be reasonably well predicted.
2.1.1 Normal Sample Coolin_ Arrangement
ma_
The following drawings i'_lustratet1_e;L1_ingsystem:
Engineering Flow Diagram 566F39&
Piping Arrangement 709J932
Orifice Plate and Pipe Suprort Details 576FO13
and Assembly
Reach Rod and Guide P_ate Details and 576F01_
Assembly
Instrum_mt Tubing Arr_: nt 576FO15
Equipment Mounting Modifications PF-S-12865
Piping Modifications PF-S-12866 --
The normal sample cooling _rrangement described be_c.r Ls applicable
during that time frmm the comp.!etionof the syst_- _:_Lrumented checks
described iz.Section 6.2 through the period of _ :.or power operation,
to the initiation of the sample ch_gir_ proce4_'- outlined in Section 6.3.
Refer to Dwg. No. 566F39&. The main flow path is shown by the heavy line.
In a normal cooling operation, cooling water enters HT-I at the Quadrant
A end through a 3-inch pipe line. The coolant flows through HT-I,
encounters the capsule head and continues down the annular gap between
HT-I and the capsule, emerging from a 2-inch nozzle located on the bottom
of the adapter sleeve. Beyond the nozzle flange a 3-inch by 2-inch reducer
is used to regain the nominal 3-inch pipe size. Coolant flows in the
3-inch line, through a second 3-inch by 2-inch concentric reducer located
downstream of the capsule bypass connection, through the capsule inlet
valve, PC-:_, and into a length of 2-inch I.D. metal flex hose to the sample
holder. Flow proceeds down the sample holder, past the sample fixture
and into the interior of the capsule. After a 180e turn, the coolant
flows away from the core, interior to the capsule but outside the sample
holder. The coolant leaves the capsule through a nozzle to which a
second length of metal hose is flanged, proceeds through a capsule
outlet valve, PC-V2, the system check valve, £C-V3, a third 3-_nch by
2-inch concentric reducer and into a 3-inch line flanged to the existing
3-inch PCWR Header No. 3.
2-I 1
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When the capsule is not in HT-I, th_ normal coolant flo_ will enter HT-I •-
at the Quadrant A end, pass down _[f-1and ot'+ the adapter _leeve nozzle
in Quadrant C. The capsule inlet and outlet globe valves, PC-V1 and
PC-V2, will be closed while the 3-inch capsule bypass gate valve, PC-V_,
will be open. Flow will be through the b,_rpassvalve, the 3-inch bypa"s
line and into the main return line downstream of the 3-h_ch by 2-inch
reducer. J
The available coolant flow rate, with the capsule inlet and outlet calves
r_ll open is greater than the design (experiment) flow rate due to the
PBR change from 1.5-inch to 3-inch pipe. The "wide open" flow rate prior
to full-power reactor operation was found to be in excess of 1OO gpm.
During the experimental run, the flow rate is reduced to the normal
operating rate o£ 75 gpm. This is aJne by throttling the capsule ,outlet
valve PC-V2. (The capsule bypass valve, PC-VA, wil_ not be used in any --
way during normal operation. It will remain closed). _---_enthe capsule
is not in HT-1, flow will be controlled by PBRF valve 29V13.
2.2 DESIGN CRITERIA
Design in all cases conforms to applicable portions of Sections 1 and
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and the Code for Pressure
Piping, ASA B31.1. _,qnerethe codes do not cover materials or designs
incorporated in the system, the normal code safety factor of A and a
generally conservative approach have been _aken.
Design data are listed in Table 2.1. Tho process parameters for the system
* design are: the total heat generation rate, the water mass flow rate, th_
inlet water temperature, the "no boiling" requirement reflected in a
300°F capsule-surface temperature limitation, the coolant cross-sectional
flow _rea, and the thermal conductivity of the materials in which the
heat is generated and from which it must be removed. Of these parameters,
only the last two may be varied in order to meet the surface temperature
limitation, the first three parameters being fixed by the existing
reactor operating conditions.
2.2.1 Heat Generation Rate
The design is based on total heat generation measurements in HT-1. A
straight line approximation of the heating rate was developed and is
discussed in Section 7 of this manual.
4 2-2
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Table 2.]
Design Data for Nor_a! Operation
Caosu,_ Flow Rate
HT-i Inlet Temperature 135°F
Coolant Exit Temperature 153.6°F
Design Metal Temperature 3OO°F
Maximum Operating Capsule Wall Temperature 188.2°F
Maximum Operating Pressure
(Capsule External Pressure ) 160 psia
• I
i Hydrostatic Test Pressure
(External Pressure) 207 psig
Peak Gamma Heating Rate at 60 Mw 8 watts/g
Reactor Power
i Magi_mumCapsule Differential Pressure 138 psi
i 2.2.2 Coolant Mass Flow
Coolant for the HT-I tube (and thus, coolant for the experiment) flows in
parallel with the primary coolant through the reactor vessel. Hence, a
i given re.actorcoolant flow will cause a corresponding flow t_rough the
HT-1 circuit. At normal reactor flow, the pressure drop available to
force coolant through the HT-1 circuit has been measured at approximately
53 _oi. In the existing 3-inch HT-I circuit, this pressure drop results
in a flow rate in excess of lO0 gpm.!
2.2.3 Inlet Water Temperature
:_lthoughthe PBR inlet water temperature is 125°F, a design HT-1 inlet
water temperature of 135°F has been chosen. This is a conservative value.
I
2.2.1_ Coolant Cross-Sectional Flow Area
! The cross-sectional flow area into which the greatect amount of heat is
"I d_red is the annular gap between HT-I and the capsule. The flow area
here is a nominal 1/A-inch annulus extending outward from the 8.50-inch
O.D. capsule to the 9.00 inch I.Do of HT-I. The geometry of sample holder,
i cansu!e and HT-I is generally that of concentric annular flow areas. Heattransfer coefficient calculations, found in Section 7.1 have therefore
t
2-3
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been based on the following equation (from McAdams' third edition of Heat
Transmission,1 p. 242, which is written in the abbreviated fcrm using th---_
s_nnboisdelineated on page 135):
(Nst ) (Npr ) 2/3 (_w ..)0.]/+= 0.O23 (N)-0.2
b b _-_b Re
where "b" refers to the bulk coolant temperature and the Reynolds Number
is computed using the equivalent diameter, D = Do - D1.e
2.2.5 Materials
In the proximity of the core, all equipment is aluminum. The sample
fixture is aluminum as far as practicable. Sample materials are based
on NERVA requirements, hence, are not subject to the in-pile capsule
desisn. Aluminum is chosen for its high thermal conductivity relatively
short-lived impurity activation products and compatibility with existing
equipment. Away from the core, all equipment is low carbon, austenitic
stainless steel - chosen primarily for corrosion resista_ce, strength
and compatibility with existing piping. Transitions from the one material
to the other are clearly noted on final drawings. I
2.2.6 Design Utility Requirements .:
Table 2.2
Utility Requirements T
Uti]ity Use Flow Rate Inlet Temp Outlet Te:-o
-- ''(gpm) - (°F) (¢F-)-- "
Primary Coolant Experiment Cooling 75 135 153.6 I
_-- Deionized Water Purge to Hot Drain Variable 90 120 Ma>:
(intermittent) "
Waste Helium Transducer Actuation 0.i0 SCFM 200 N_x. 1
(Total quantit_ (Approx.)
__e_e_) Intermittent
Deionized _Arater Emergency Cooling Variable 90 200 i4m:.
Utility Use Power Volt____ss Frequenc_ _'_
Electrical Instrument Panel Power 1 Kw llO V 60 cycle 1
2-4
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2.2.7 System Instrumentation
Process measurements consist of inlet and outlet flow, water pressure,
water temperature, and experiment temperature, all discussed in Section A.
Both flow measurements are made using standard orifice plates located in
the 3-inch Schedule lO pipe. The HT-1 inlet flow measuring orifice is
located in a straight run of pipe A-feetlong, leading to the Quadrant A
end of HT-1. The outlet flow orifice is installed in a 5-feet long
straight run of 3-inch Schedule lO pipe parallel to the wall between
Quadrants B and C.
The pressure tap for the pressure recorder is located in the length of line
parallel to the wall between Quadrant B and C that extends from the adapter
sleeve to the prefabricated piping section. As a result, the pressure
reading reflects a water pressure slightly lower than that in the HT-1 to
capsule annular gap and slightly greater than the water pressure at the
sample fixture_ The pressure tap for the water pressure indicator, PI-I,
is located just upstream of the flanged connection between the prefabri-
cated piping and the flexible hose connected to the sample holder. This
set-up provides a means of monitoring water pressure (hence leakage) during
the capsule hydro-test.
The HT-1 inlet water thermocouple (TE-1) is located downstream of the
inlet orifice plate and near the end of the A-feet spool piece. Thermo-
couple TE-2 is located adjacent to the water pressure tap and indicates
a water temperature slightly less than the actual HT-1 outlet temperature
and slightly greater tha_ the sample holder inlet temperature. (Since
the piping is located under water in Quadrant C, the coolant will lose
some heat to _he quadrant water). The same situation will exist for TE-3
which is located just downstream of th,_flange connecting the capsule
outlet flexible hose to the prefabricated piping section.
2.2.8 System Auxiliaries
Water is provided for purging and emergency cooling, at a nominal pressure
of 80 psig and a temperature of 90°F, through connections to the existing
i 1.5-inch deionized water headers in both Quadrant A and C.l
The sample holder, sample fixture, and interior of the capsule are purged
I of primary coolant prior to sample changing, by opening the purge valve,
P-V1 and using the capsule drain valve, VD-V1 to throttle flow through the
I
2-5
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capsule and out into the hot dra4n header. Prior to removing the capsule
from HT-1, the through-_ube is purged of primary coolant using the exist-
ing PBE system of piping and valves, i.e°, opening PB15V33 in Quadrant A
and using PB20V67 to throttle purge flow to the hot drain.
Deionized water is _lso used as a source of emergency coolant, should
such coolant be required. For example, if the flexible hose connected to
the sample holder should rupture, primary coolant would contaminate the
quadrant water and the cooling flow to the sample fixture wot_ld cease. The
operator would open the capsule by-pass valve and close the capsule inlet
and outlet valves. Coolant flow in the capsule-to-HT-1 annular gap would
thus continue, the integrity of the primary coolant system would be regai_,-d,
and only the volume of primary coolant between the _nlet and outlet valves
would be available to contaminate the quadrant water° To provide coolir_ to
the sample fixturc, the operator would open tY_ _mergency coolant valve, EC-V2.
_'_nenthe water pressure in the capsule had d_cr_ased to approximately 80 psia,
deionized water would flow into the capsule outlet line via the chock valve,
EC-V1. Flow would proceed backwards to the normal sample cooling path and out
the rupture into the quadrant. This method can be used for a rupture in the
inlet flex hose. In the event of a leak in the outlet hose, the purge _%ve
P-V1 and capsule drain valve, VD-VI, could be used in a manner similar to
purge operations in order to get sufficient cooling flow.
Vent connections are provided on both the adapter sleeve, for HT-1, and the
capsule. Water overpressure relief as required by the Code is provided by PC-VS.
2o3 SAMPLE DESCRIPTION T
2.3.1 A Typical Experiment
The gas system for a typical experiment such as the strain gage experiment
is shown in Drawing No. 566F39_. Gas is supplied from a standard cylinder
via a two-stage pressure regulator and a three-way valve to a small accumulator
or charge bottle, which serves as the source of gas used to pressurize the
bellows. Gas is addmitted stepwise in small quantities by cracking and then
_-- closing the gas supply needle valve, SA-1, the gas pressure being raised in
steps of aboqt 50 psi. Stainless steel tubing and flexible all metal hose
(1/_ inch I.D.) are used to conduct the gas from the accumulator to the "trace"
connection on the flange of the sample holder. The sample holder is made of
Alcoa Unitrace with the "trac_" flow area being used to conduct the helium to
the sample fixture. The "product" flow area of the Unitrace is used to condu_t
the cooling water to the sample fixture.
The gas pressure is normally kept slightly below the water .pressure _
preventing the possibility of a gas leak into the water. However, in the
strain gage experiment, full deflection of the beams requires a pressure
2-6
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increase of about 125 psi and a resulting ma_ gas pressure of about
265 psia. The beam is returned to the zero point by exhausting the helium
via the gas outlet needle valve, SA-V3, to the radiation-monitored reactor
tank vent system. A length of 2-inch pipe is supported along the wall
between Quadranfs B and C at an elevation of 11-1/2 ft. This pipe connects
the existing flange of the vent system to the !/_-inch exhaust tubing.
Overpressure relief for the bellows, hose and tubing is provided by the
gas safety valve, SA-V_. A valved-off (SA-V2) vacuum connection is
provided to initially evacuate the gas system of air prior to filling the
,-y_temwith helium.
2.3.2 Design and Operating Safet_ Features
Several design features and the operating procedures are specifically
I intended to prevent leakage of helium into the primary coolant.
The manually-operated three-way valve provides a mechanical interlock
preventing direct connection of the gas cylinder to the bellows. Hence,
if a major rupture of the supply system were to occur, only the volume
of gas in the accumulator, i/_-inch tubing, i/_-inch flexible hose, and
r sample holder would be available to leak into the primary coolant (for a
! flexible hose rupture_ gas would leak into the quadrant water).
The accumulator is sized at 70 cubic inches and has a design pressure of
300 psig. The purpose of the accumulator is to avoid a direct connection
between the high-pressure helium supply and the system. The helium must
pass through a 1/32-inch diameter restriction orifice in order to reach the
interior of a bellows. The orifice prevents the full pressure of the gas
from being applied to the interior of the capsule in the event of a bellows
leak.
.
-m 2--7
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2.4 SYSTEM SETPOINT LIST
Normal Alarm Set
Parameter Condition _ Point Scram Instrument
T
Inlet Flow Low 3.26 ma 2.70 ma - Optical
(75 gpm) (65 gpm) Meter
(FS-lb)
Inlet Flow Low-Low 3.26 ma 2.OOma 2.00 ma Monitor
(75 gpm) (50 gpm) (50 gpm) Switches i
(FS-3 or
FS-4)
Outlet Flow Low 3.26 ma 2.70 ma - Optical
(75 gpm) (65 gpm) Meter
(FS-2b) --
/
Outlet Flow Low-Low 3.26 ma 2.00 ma 2.00 ma Monitor
(75 glmn) (50 gpm) (50 gpm) Switches "I(FS-5 or --
FS-6)
-!
System and High Variable 250OF - Multipoint
Exp. Temp. up to 140°F Recorder W
Switch j
(TRS-I)
_W
I
System Low 2.90 ma 2.47 ma - Optical i
"-- Pressure (143 psig) (llO psig) Meter
Exp, Temp. High Variable 4.3 ma - Optical -_
up to I40°F (250°F) Meter
(TS-2a)
"= 2-8 .
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3.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
3.i GENERAL
Equipment for the experimental cooling system may be divideo into three
major categories: capsule ensemble; capsule handling equipment; pipe,
valves and piping components. A summary of the inspection and test pro-
cedures for equipment which was fabricated specifically for the experiment
is included in Appendix B. The Equipment List is shown in Appendix C.
The following drawings are concerned with system equipment:
Capsule Ensemble
Sample Holder Details and Assembly 709J928
HT-I Adapter Details and Assembly 709J929
General Arrangement (Capsule) 709J930
Capsule Assembly 709J931
Capsule Details and Sub-Assembly (AI) 566F386
Capsule Details and Sub-Assembly (S.S.) 566F387
Junction Box, Cap and Back Plate Details 566F391
Junction Box Gasket Details 3861)716
Clamp Assembly 386D719
Guide Assembly 387D518
Handling .Equipment
Support Structure Details and Assembly 566F395
General Arrangement (Quadrant C) 566F_00
Lifting Bar Details and Assembly 576FO11
Piping Arrangement 709J932
Orifice Plate and Pipe Support Details 576F013
and Assembly
Reach Rod and Guide Plate Details and 576FOIA
Assembly
Instrument Tubing Arrangement 576F015
Equipment Mounting Modifications PF-S-12865
Piping Modifications PF-S-12866
3.2 CAPSULE _NSEMBLE (Dwg. 709J930)
The in-pile capsule is designed for the purpose of subjecting a test sample
within its confines to nuclear irradiation. The capsule is inserted into
the HT-! facility of the PBRF.
J
3-1
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Primary coolant of the reactor will be circulated through the capsule to
remove heat generated in the interior of the capsule. The capsule will
be placed in the test hole at the beginning of a reactor cycle and removed
when the reactor is shut down. The capsule is designed for the following
conditions :
External Pressure Difference 138 psi
Maximum Operating Temperature 300c'F
The capsule ensemble includes the sample holder, the capsule, the capsule
guide assembly, the HT-1 adapter sleeve, and two Marman flange clamps.
Material certificates are provided on all materials incorporated in the
capsule ensemble. All welds are dye-penetrant inspected and all pressure i
or containment welds are also radiographed. A hydrostatic test to 150
percent of design pressure, as specified in the ASME Code, has been per- _.
formed by the vendor on the completed assembly, i
.o
A spectrochemical analysis of the aluminum of the type used in construction
of the capsule is given in Appendix B. i
A general arrangement of the capsule assembly is illustrated in Drawing
709J930 and the individual parts are detailed in the drawings as noted -_
in Section 3.1.
3.2.1 Sample Holder _.
i
The sample holder is basically a length of nominal 2-inch Alcoa Unitrace !
(or equal) used to center and support the sample fixture within the
capsule and provide a means of introducing coolant directly to the smnple -_
fixture. Unitrace is used, rather than standard 2-inch pipe, to provide _
a more compact and easily cooled assembly of coolant supply and sample
actuating gas lines. In addition, the "trace" flow area could be used in
some experiments, as a dry access line for transducer extension leads.
_- The sample fixture is welded to the In-core end of the sample holder.
Two guide rings, spaced 3-ft. apart, support and center the sample fixture "i
within the capsule. Possible hot spots at guide ring-capsule wall inter-
faces are essentielly eliminated by locating the closest guide ring 3-ft.
from the core midplane. The guide rings are welded to the Unitrace.
The back plate assembly (Drawing 566F391) provides a pressure-tight
closur_ between the aluminum Unitrace and the stainless steel end of the
capsule. The back plate assembly is made up of two basic parts: an
_luminum transition plate welded to the aluminum Unitrace, and a stainless
i
I
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steel back plate bolted to the transition plate. A Flexitallic gasket
between the two plates prevents leakage of primary coolant out the annular
gap between the Unitrace and the stainless back plate. The trar_sition
plate supports and centers the out-of-core end of the sample holder in
the capsule and aligns the back plate flange, relative to the flange on
the capsule.
The back plate is the structural member, resisting the primary coolant-to-
quadrant water pressure difference. The back plate outer diameter was made
the same as the outer diameter of the capsule flange, so that the two
Mar_,anflange clamps can be used at either location. A rubber (Buna N)
gasket, retained on the back plate by the transition plate, seals the
ca?sule-to-sample hulder flanged joint.
To c_.angesamples, the flanged Joint between the sample holder and flexible
bose is made ap and broken non-remotely, above the quadrant water surface.
A 90° inside-traced elbow is used to remove the flanges from any direct
neutron beam and permit easier disassembly with the sample holder in a
vertical position.
3.2.2 Capsule
The capsule is basically an 8.50-inch O.D. by ll.5-ft length of pipe with
a hemispherical cap butt-welded to the in-core end. Its nominal 5/16-1rich
wall thickness is based on an external pressure of 160 psi at 3OO°F (for
a]uminum 6061-T6). The sole purpose of the capsule is to provide the flow
barrier required in the three-pass, single-coolant design.
T_o lifting eyes centered on the horizontal centerline are located on
opposite sides of the capsule and are provided for handling and insertion
purposes as discussed in Section 3.3.
Two 2-inch Schedule 40 nozzles centered on the vertical capsule centerline
and Jocated at the top and bottom of the capsule provide, respectiwely:
the capsule vent connection, and the capsule outlet water connection. Both
nozzles terminate in 2-inch, 150-ib R.F. welding neck flanges of 30_L
stainless steel. The upper nozzle contains a 2-inch by 2-inch by S/A-inch
re'lucin%< tee for purposes of attaching a Conax fitting for the capsule
therl-ocouplesheathed extension leads. Upon removal of these thermocouples,
the Conax _itting was plugged and seal welded.
?
)
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l_en the capsule is not inserted in HT-I, a blank cap, shown on
Drawing ?09J930 and detailed on Drawing 566F391, is inserted into the
adapter sleeve to provide a pressure-tight gasketed closure of HT-I.
In-Core End - The in-core end of the capsule is fabricated from 8.50-inch
O.D. aluminum 6061-T6 seamless tubing, the proper wall thickness being
establ_shed by boring out the thinner walio The aluminum section of the
capsule (Drawing 566F386) is butt-welded to an aluminum-to-stainless steel
transition joint located about 8 ft from the core midplane.
Out-of-Core End - Butt-welded to the stainless steel end cf the transition
joint is the 3OAL stainless steel out-of-core end of the capsule (Drawing
566F387). Although the stainless steel end need not have as thick a wall
as the aluminum, the same I.D. is maintained over the length of the cap-
sule to facilitate movement of the sample holder guide rings.
Transition Joint - The aluminum to stainless steel transition is a brazed
type of lap Joint which has been recommended for the water-cooled capsule
application. The joint is made by coating the steel pipe with aluminum and
brazing the aluminum pipe to the aluminum-coated steel pipe. Data is
available on one such Joint that has been physically tested with satisfactory
results. Refer to Appendix B for details of the test procedure and results.
Flanges - Two flanges designed for use with Marman flange clamps (Drawing i
386D719) mate with flanges on the adapter sleeve and the sample holder
back plate. The flanges are identical in O.D. and slope of the wedging
surface. "
A rubber (Buna N) gasket is used for the pressure-tight closure to the
adapter sleeve. The enlarged O.D. of the capsule, directly in front of
this flange, is provided to center and support the capsule within the
adapter sleeve and provide proper flange alignment.
3.2.3 Adapter Sleeve (Drawing 709J929) "i
The purpose of the adapter sleeve is to simplify the problem of making and
breaking a pressure-tight joint remotely under 21 ft of water. The adapter i
sleeve is constructed from a 1-1/2 ft length of nominal lO-inch Schedule
40, 30_L stainless steel seamless pipe. Welded to the near-core end of
the sleeve is a 1.5-inch thick slip-on flange which bolts to the existing ,
flange on HT-I. A 20-inch diameter S.S. plate is installed between the !
adapter flange and the HT-1 flange resulting in an arrangement similar
to a flanged orifice plate joint. In order to accommodate non-perpendic-
ularities between flanges and tube ccnterlines, the plate is thinner at the 1
bottom than at the top. As shown on thu drawing, the centerlines of the
lO-inch pipe and the flange bolt circle a_,_ offset by 1.59_ inch. Two
i
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lifting eyes are provided on the horizontal centerline of the sleeve for
handling and capsule insertion purposes. Two nozzles, one 2-inch and one
l-inch located on the vertical sleeve centerline, provide HT-1 vent and
HT-1 coolant outlet connections. Both nozzles terminate in 150 lb R.F.
welding neck flanges. A flange designed to mate with and be clamped to
the capsule flange by a Marman flange clamp is butt-welded to the out-of-
core end of the sleeve. The bore of this flange mates with the enlarged
capsule dis_eber located just in front of the capsule fls_ge, providing
support toldcentering of the out-of-core section of the capsule.
3.2.A Capsule Guide AsJembl,y (Drawing 387D518)
A guide assembly belted to the bottom inside surface of the adapter flange
protrudes into and lies on the bottom quadrant of HT-1. The guide assembly
centers and supports the capsule within HT-1, maintaining the 1/A-inch
annular gap between the capsule and HT-1 and preventing wear of HT-1 by the
capsule. The assembly consists of two guide strips located at _5° from the
vertical centerline of HT-1 and attached at both ends and in the middle by
circular segments. The strips are I/&-inch diameter rods extending in to
a point 3 ft from the core mldplane. The in-core ends of the strips are
i connected by a 90° segment about 3/32-1richthick. The out-of-core ends of
the strips are connected by a 90° segment which is bolted into the adapter
! flange.
3.2.5 Flange Clamps (Drawing 386D719)
The two flange clamps are identical. The clamp design is a standard Marman
design modified slightly for application to the water-cooled capsule design.
The clamp is made up of four segments which surround the circumference of
the flanges. The four segments are constructed of 3OAL stainless steel and
are connected together by two stainless steel straps riveted to the segments.
The straps are connected at each end to trunnions which ride up and down
on two vertical threaded shafts.
The clamp is operated from above the quadrant water surface by using a
long-handled tool fitted with a hex head socket wrench. First one and then
the other of the two shafts are turned, tightening the straps and wedging
the four segments do_._onto the flanges. The segments are positively
driven together and apart by the movement of the trunnlons up and down the
shafts.
tr
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3.3 CAPSULE HANDLING EQUIPMENT
The equipment includes a capsule dolly, a capsule stand, a lift ,g bar and
attached cable, various nylon ropes, and miscellaneous long-handled tools.
The existing PBR 20-ton polar crane will also be used. The equi_ent is
shown in plan and elevation on Drawing 56(_FAOOand detailed in the drawings
noted.
3.3.1 Capsule Dolly (Dwg. 566F393)
The dolly is essentially a wheeled _upport clamped to the capsule between
the capsule-adapter sleeve flange and the two nozzles. Its purpose is to
provide a movable support for the capsule and to provid'_.vertir:alalign-
ment of the capsule with HT-1. All materials _ aluminum 6061-T6 or 303
stainless steel. The support legs and cross braces are 1-inch O.D. by _'_
0.25-inch wall aluminum tubing, welded construction. Unidirectional
casters running in tracks bolted to the quadrant floor provide capsule
rolling suppor Plates 1/2-inch thick are provided for vertical adjust-
ment in initial installation. Two 2-inch wide by i/3-inch thick straps _Tap L
over the top of the capsule and are bolted down to a support pad.
Tracks are provided for two-directional alignment of the capsule and _T-1.
The tracks are shown on Drawing PF_S-12865. They extend out 13 ft from the
leading edge of the adapter sleeve. The tracks may be adjusted vcr_cic,-lly
by movement of the sliding wedges. The tracks ar_ constructed from _
channels, the sides of which provide guidance with sufficient play to
prevent binding. ":
3.3.2 Capsule Stand (Dwg. 566F395)
The capsule stand is a welded suoport structure made of one-inch O.D. by i
1/A-inch wall aluminum tubing. It_. purpcse is to support the capsule, in
con._unctionwith the capsule dolly for in-quadrant capsule storage pur-
poses. The stand has A-inch square flat pads attached to the four support ""
legs to provide a stable, non-moving support. The top of the stand is }
__ dished to prevent the capsule from sl_dlng, or being easily pushed off
the stand. _
3.3.3 Liftlng Bar (Dwg. 566F01l)
The lifting bar is a welded 6061-T6aluminum assembly constructed fr_n
standard structural shapes and plates. The lifting bar is used t_ hold
the capsule in a horizontal position durin_ insertion and withdrawal from
HT-I. The lifting bar is supported by a 1/A-inch dlame'.erstainless steel
braided wire cable attached to a cha_,,fa_l which is supported from the
hook of the 20-ton polar crane.
J
!
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A.O INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL
&.l SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (Drawings: Westinghouse No. 566F39_, 386D718j
There are no automatic devi_es to control the experiment, except for the
automatic action of the instrumentation system to scram the reactor as a
/ result of either "low-low" inlet flow or "low-low" outlet flow. The
' instrumentation is listed in Appendix D, and a description of functions
is provided in Section &.2. Instrument setpoints are listed in Section 2.A.
! Each piece of instrumentation is separately fused and has a "power available"
light.
; A.I.i Flow Instrumentation
I
There are two similar but independent instrumented flow channels: One
( channel monitors flow entering HT-I, the other monitors flow leaving
I the 63-05 facility. Differences in recorded flow rates, other than
calibration errors, would indicate leakage of primary coolant. Instruments
for the two channels are similar except for sensor location. Flow is
i measured using orifice plates and differential pressure transmitters.
Independent power supplies provide d-c power to the two transmitters. At
zero flow and consequent zero-differential pressure, the transmitters send
{ a I ma signal to the appropriate channel of a two channel miniature strip
chart indicating recorder. At 100% flow (i00 gpm) the orifice plates
develop a (calculated) differential pressure of 50-inches of water. The
transmitters produce a 5 ma signal under this differential pressure.
Each flow-channel has a two-level alarm system. Normal flow is 75 gpm. An
alarm is actuated at low flow (65 gpm) and an alarm and reactor scram a_e
initiated at low-low flow (50 gpm). The two alarm systems are again
independent of each other but similar in characteristics and functions.
(Alarms may occur, then, for inlet low flow, outlet low flow, inlet low..low
! flow and outlet low-low flow. Reactor scrams accompany both inlet and
J outlet low-low flow alarms.)
Separate instruments are used to produce the low flow alarm signal and the
low-low flow alarm and scram signal within each flow-channel. For a given
channel, the differential pressure transmitter supplies the same milliampere signal
to the recorder and each of the instruments,causing the low and low-low flow
[ alarms. The two low flow alarm signals (inlet and outlet flow) originate
] in optical meter-relays upon receipt of a milliampere signal equal to or
I .
.
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i thermocouples measuring sample fixture temperatures are also connected to
the multipoint recorder.
The multipoint recorder produces a stamped chart record, and can record up
to 2_ polnts,but generally has been used as an 8 point recorder. The
recorder receives millivolt signals from the thermocouples. Loss of this
! millivolt signal causes the print wheel carriage to drive full scale. A
limit switch is located on the recorder at a point corresponding to 250°F
on the temperature indicator scale. Upon a high temperature signal or a
loss of signal, the print wheel carriage trips the limit switch, actuating
a relay. Actuation of the relay causes a local audible-visible high
I
temperature alarm on the 63-05 console and a remote alarm on the XCR
summary alarm unit.i ,
A fourth thermocouple measuring sample fixture temperature is the sensing
element for the second temperature channel. This thermocouple sends a
millivolt signal to an EMF/I converter (temperature transmitter) which
! changes the millivolt signal to a milliampere signal. The milliampere
signal is sent to the temperature channel of the two-channel miniature
! strip chart indicating,recorder.
J
The milliampere signal from the EMF/I converter also goes to a two setpolnt
optical meter-relay. (Only the lower setpoint is used. )' On high temperature
(250°F) the optical metel actuates a relay located in an alarm module.
Actuation of the relay causes a local high temperature audible-visible alarm
on the 63-05 console and a remote alarm on the XCR summary alarm unit.
.1.3 Pressure Instrumentation
There are two pressure channels. One consists simply of a local pressure
gage for hydrotesting and checking the other pressure channel. The
instrumented pressure channel consists of a power supply which reads d-c
power to a static water pressure transmitter. The transmitter sends a
milliampere signal to the pressure channel of the two channel recorder
described in Section _.2.
I The pressure transmitter sends the same signal to a two setpoint opticalmeter-relay. (Only the upper setpoint is used.) The optical meter controls
a relay via a control module. Upon low pressure (ii0 psig) the relay causes
a local audible-visible low pressure alarm at the 63-05 console and a
i remote alarm on XCR summary unit.the alarm
-!
[
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A.2.8 Inlet Flow Power Supply - Furnishes d-c power to the inlet flow
differential pressure transmitter.
A.2.9 Outlet Flow Power Supply - Furnishes d-c power to the outlet flow
differential pressure transmitter.
I_.2.10 Pressure Power Supply - Furnishes d-c power to the pressure
transmitter.
A.2.11 Inlet Flow Optical Meter - Causes a signal to be sent to the
appropriate channel of the local audible-visible alarm unit and the XCR
summation alarm unit upon receiving a milliampere signal corresponding to
the low flow setpoint. Only meter setpolnt "b" is used.
! A.2.12 Outlet Flow Optical Meter - Causes a signal to be sent to the
appropriate channel of the local audible-vlsible alarm unit and the XCR
summation alarm unit upon receiving a milliampere signal corresponding to
i the low flow setpoint. Only meter setpoint "b" is used.
I _.2.13 Pressure Optical Meter - Causes a signal to be sent to the appropriate
! channel of the local audible-visible alarm unit and the XCR stm_ation alarm
unit upon receiving a milliampere signal corresponding to the low pressure
setpoint. Only meter setpoint "b" is used.
A.2.14 Temperature Optical Meter - Causes a signal to be sent to the
appropriate channel of the local audible-visible alarm unit and the XCR
summation alarm unit upon receiving a milliampere signal corresponding to
the high temperature setpoint. Only meter setpoint "a" is used.
_.2.15 Limit Switch - Causes a signal to be sent to the appropriate channel
of the local audible-visible alarm unit and the XCR summation alarm unit,
upon being mechanically actuated by the multipoint temperature recorder
drive carriage at the setpoint temperature.
_.2.16 Inlet Flow Monitor Switch - Is current-sensitive, and causes a
signal to be sent to the appropriate charnel of the local audible-visible
i alarm unit and the XCR shutdown panel for reactor scram,upon receipt of a
, milliampere signal from the inlet flow transmitter, corresponding to the
' low-low flow setpoint. Two identical monitor switches are series-conrAected
in order to increase the degree of fail-safety. Either of the two switches
I a scram independently of the other switch.
can cause reactor
.
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5.0 HAZARDOUS _TERIALS
No potentially hazardous material will be utilized in this experiment.
I
I
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!
The lifting bar assembly is abcut 8 ft long with 2 ft long "L" shaped arms
extending downward at each end of the bar, forming a cradle in which the
capsule or sample holder rests. Several holes drilled along the length
: of the bar provide adjustment in the point at which the lifting cable can
be attached, allowing for longitudinal variation in the center of gravity
of the item being lifted. The arm farthest from the core is designed to
accent the _reater O.D. of the capsule flange and use the flange as a
mechanical stop.
i 3.3.A Long-Handled Tools
Long-handled tools are required for a number of capsule handling r._dgeneral
! operations purposes: operation of the Marman clamps; handling the sample
holder in Quadrant C, Canal E, Canal F, Canal-Area 18; handling the capsule
in Quadrant C.i
I The system of nylon ropes and pulleys is used to insert and withdraw the
capsule from HT-1, as discussed in Section 6.
3._ PIPING SYST_
i The piping system consists of the normal complement of pipe, fittings,
flanges, valves and valve reach rods, instrument tubing, pressure, temp-
erature and flow rate sensors, as shown mainly on Drawings 566F39_ and
709J932, and noted in the Equipment List.
The piping system is primarily a butt-welded (ASME qualified) seamless
Schedule lO system incorporating l, l-l/2, 2, and 3 inch piping and valves.
A A-ft long section of 3-inch pipe, in which the HT-1 inlet flow orifice
plate (with attached instrument tubing) and the inlet water temperature
thermocouple are located, is the only piping provided in Quadrant A. All
instrument tubing is 1/&-inch O.D. by .OA9 inch wall 30A S.S.
In Quadrant C, the piping system may be considered in two sections:
i (i) A prefabricated and hydrotested section contains the main process
valves, and is built up from a rectangular piping support plate, which
rests on and is attached to the quadrant floor. Its major axis is parallel
to the wall between Quadrants B and C and it is located so that the valvereach rod closest to the core Just clears the lily pad. Four process lines
are involved: the adapter sleeve outlet; the capsule outlet returning
- water to the primary coolant system; a deionized water line providing waterf
._ for both purge and emergency cooling; and a hot drain line. The four lines
are provided with flanges at the break point of the prefabricated section.
The two 2-inch I.D. flexible metal hoses lie on the quadrant floor and
I connect the prefabricated section to the capsule ensemble.
.
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(2) A section of piping is fabricated in place which contains no valves
or instrument corLnections,and which connects the prefabricated section
to existing process lines (i.e., PCWR, DW, HD). The piping generally runs
southward from the northwest corner of the quadrant across the circular
face of the reactor shield wall to the wall separating Quadrants B and C
(the existing headers end in the northwest corner). From there the piping
runs parallel to the wall down to the prefabricated section.
3.4.1 Valves and Pipin_ Components
The main process valves are 150 lb, 304 S.S., globe valves O.S. & Y. bolted
bonnet with socket welded ends for 2 inch and smaller,and butt-welded
ends for 3 inch. The valves are Aloyco Fig. No. 334 and Pacific Fig. No.
702 and i102 (swing check).* Instrument valves are i/&-inch 304 S.S.
Imperial needle valves. The process valves have permanently attached
reach rods made from l-l/4 inch O.D. Schedule 80, 6061-T6 aluminum pipe.
The handwheels can all be operated by a person standing on top of the wall i
between Quadrants B and C. The reach rods are guided by a plate attached
to the quadrant wall at 0 ft, 0 inch elevation.
3.4.2 Pipe Fittings !
Pipe fittings are all Schedule 10, 304 L S.S. seamless but_welded fittings. -_
Flanges 150 lb slip-on RF 304 L S.S. flanges. The orifice flanges are Iare
300 lb RF 304 L S.S.
&
* Refer to the Aloyco and Pacific Stainless Steel Valve Catalogues.
]
/
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1 3 5 SAMPLE EQUIP_NTi
. Equipment for a typical experiment, for example the strain gage test, can
i be divided into two groups: gas system equipment and fixture equipment.
The following drawings concern the sample equipment.
! Gas System Equipment
Piping Arrangement 709J932
Engineering Flow Diagram 566F39A
Strain Gage Fixture .Equipment
I sample Fixture Body Assembly 566F392
Sample Fixture General Arrangement 566F393
Sample Fixture Details and Sub-Assembly 566FA08
!
i 3.5.1 Gas System Equipment
r Gas system equipment consists oi"the following: 1/k-inch O.D. 3OA
1 stainless steel tubing, 1/k-inch I.D. flexible all-metal hose made ofi
316 stainless steel, and having a pressure rating equivalent to Schedule
AO pipe and 2-inch Schedule lO 3OAL stainless steel pipe; 1/k-inch 3OA S.S.
needle valves, a three-way 1/k-inch manually operated valve and
a 1/k-inch 3OA stainless steel gas safety valve set at 300 ps_; an
accumulator made from a l-l/2 ft length of 2-inch Schedule AO 3OA S.S.
pipe and 2 pipe caps, and a (200 Std ft3) helium cylinder,-a pressure gage
and a two-stage helium pressure regulator.
The gas cylinder constitutes the gas supply. The pressure regulator
reduces the 2200 psi cylinder gas pressure to the accumulator delivery
pressure of 300 psig. The three-way valve is used as a mechanical inter-
lock prohibiting direct connection of the gas cylinder to the bellows.
The accumulator is used as a source of gas to pressurize the bellows. The
needle valves are used as control valves to admit helium, exhaust helium
_-- and establish the initial evacuation of the system. The relief valve is
i used to protect the bellows and flexible hose against overpressure. Thepr ssure gag has a range of 0 - AOO psig with 10 p i division on the
scale. It is used to monitor the gas pressure at the bellows in order to
keep the proper relation between water and gas pressures and to provide in
I this particular correlation between and strainsystem,
a gas pressure gage
output.
I All of the items mentioned _bove except the gas cylinder and pressure" _egulator are ounted a pan l board attached to the si e of the
s_rsteminstrument panel. The 1/k-inch tubing is used to connect the items
t- mentioned. The gas cylinder is located next to the experiment rack with
the mounted the cylinder.pressure regulator on
i .
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The instrument paneS,sits over a hole in the floor at "O-O" elevation.
The i/_ inch gas supply and exhaust tubing lines are routed through this
hole and then through a rectangular slot in the curved quadrant back wall.
The lines extend down the wall to elevation ii ft, 6 inches, and then
hori._ontallyalong the wall to the wall between Quadrants B and C. The
lines run along the latter wall to a po_o:tJust east of the reach rod
guide plate. The 1/% inch exhaust line connects to the 2 inch exhaust
line at this point. The supply line extends down the wall to elevation
2A ft, 6 inches, and connects there to the 1/& inch I.D. flexible hose
extending to the sample holder.
3.5.2 Typical Experiment Fixture Description (Strain Gage Fixture)
The following is a description of a typical experiment fixture - that
used for the strain gage experiment. The strain gage fixture houses the
eight pairs of strain gages, the two resistance temperature detectors and
the six thermocouples which comprise the samples to be tested in this
experiment. Eight strain gages are the Budd bonded type, and eight are
weldable gages made by Microdot. The platinum resistance thermometers are
made by Winsco and the copper-constantan thermocouples are made by
Pyroelectric. !
Other major items of the fixture are: eight beams to which strain gages
are attached; eight bellows which deflect the beams causing the measured
strain; the zero and maximum beam deflection stops; the gas tubing line
and distribution block; the inner coolant flow shroud; and the outer
shroud and coolant outlet nozzle. The rest of the fixture constitutes the
supporting structure.
The fixture is constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum with 202_-T_ aluminum
fasteners, except for strain gage beams, gas tubes to bellows, bellows
retention bars, butt-weld male tubing connector, distribution block --
all 30_L S.S. : and bellows -- 316 S.S. _
t
The maximum-deflection beam stop is provided to give an identifiable end
point to the experiment, i,e., increased gas pressure results in no
further deflection, hence no greater strain measurement. The zero-
deflection beam stop is provided to give assurance that the beam always
returns to the same zero point. The zero point stop is set at a position
which gives a slight deflection of the beam with the fixture in air and
0 psig internal gas pressure. The slight deflection insures that the
beam always returns positively to the stop and provides no measuring
problem since the test measurements are only relative to the zero stop
measurement.
3-10
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The gas tubing line connects the "trace" flow area of the Unitrace to
the distribution block. The bellows retention bar provides assurance
that the bellows cannot slip off the beam due to the dynamic forces
exerted by the coolant. The distribution block or mainfold provides
passageways for the gas to the bellows. A 1/32 inch diameter orifice
r_ricts the possible flow under the maximum gas-to-water differenti_l
pressure,
The inner coolant flow shroud is provided to direct flow outward to the
annular volume wh,Jrethe major mass of metal is located. The outer
shroud provides a smooth surface for the coolant flowing away from the
core. The outlet nozzle is provided to direct flow at the center of
the hemispherical head, insuring sufficient cooling to that critical
point.
i
r
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less than that corresponding to 65 gpm (i.e., O-2.7 ma). The met _r-relays
have two adjustable setpoints but only the upper one is used. The optical
meters control relays in the annunciator circuit.
The actuation of these relays causes an audible and visible alarm at the
63-05 console, an_ an audible and visible alarm on the 63-05 summary alarm
unit in XCR. On the 63-05 console, separate alarm lights are provided for
the inlet and outlet low (and low-low) flow alarms. The horn is common to
all console alarms.
The two low-low flow alarm (and scram) signals originate in curcent-sensitive
monitor switches upon receipt of a milliampere signal equal to or less than
that corresponding to 50 gpm (i.e., O-1.95 ma). The monitor switches have
an adjustable setpoint. _o increase the degree of fail-safety, two inde-
pendent monitor switches are provided in both the inlet and outlet flow
channels. In both channels, the two monitor switches are series-connected
such that either switch can independently cause an alarm and scram. Either
of the pair of monitor switches in a flow channel can control a relay.
Actuation of this relay causes inltlation of an (audible-visible) low-low
flow and alarm on the 63-05 console, and production of a scram signal to
the XCR Shutdown Panel. This scram signal then goes to a scram light and
reactor contro] system in RCR.
In order to check the capability of each of the four monitor switches to
cause a reactor scram, a DPDT test switch and pair of indicating lights is
provided in each flow channel. The test switch is connected in parallel with
the series-connected monitor switches. One monitor switch is bypassed and
the other put on test, for either "On" position of a test switch. (The
flow is throttled to 50 gpm or less to check scram production for each test
switch position.) Pushing the test switch to either of its positions will
actuate an indicating light. The light is labeled to indicate which
monitor switch is on test and which one is bypassed for a particular test
switch position. The test switches are spring loaded to return to the
center "Off" position.
A.I.2 Temperature Instrumentation
There are two instrumented temperature channels; one uses a multipoint
recorder, the other, a strip chart recorder.
Thermocouples measuring system water temperatures are installed at HT-1
inlet, HT-1 outlet, and capsule outlet. Two grounded hot Junction, copper-
constantan thermocouples are installed at each of the above locations and
are connected to the multipoint recorder in parallel. Generally, three
A-2
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_.i._ Remote Alarms
A 63-05 summary alarm unit (audible-visible) is installed in the XCR. The
unit is actuated in the event of any 63-05 alarm condition except low-low
flow. The low-low flow signal from the 63-05 console actuates a relay and
alarm light on the XCR shutdown panel. The scram signal is then transmitted
D_to an alarm light and the reactor control system in the R_.
_.2 INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONS
Listed below are brief descriptions of the functions of each item of
instrumentation. Refer also to the Instrument List, Appendix D, for
characteristics of each item.
_.2.1 Flow Recorder - Records both the inlet and outlet flow rates on a
single strip chart.
"!
_.2.2 Pressure/Temperature Recorder - Records on a single strip chart the . !
nominal system water pressure and an incore experiment water or metal
temperature, i
A.2.3 Multipoint Temperature Recorder - Records on a stamped chart the
following temperatures: HT-1 Inlet, HT-1 Outlet, Capsule Outlet and up to
21 additional experiment temperatures. The recorder drives upscale upon i
loss of input signal.
A.2._ Inlet Flow Differential Pressure Transmitter - Sends a single milliampere i
signal to the inlet flow optical meter, the inlet flow channel of the flo_t 1
recorder, and the two series-connected monitoring switches for inlet flow.
iA.2.5 Outlet Flow Differential Pressure Transmitter - Sends a single
milliampere signal to the outlet flow optical meter, the outlet flow channel
of the flow recorder, and the two series-connected monitoring switches for
outlet flow.
.._. 4.2.6 Pressure Transmitter - Sends a single milliampere signal to the water
pressure optical meter and the water pressure channel of the pressure/
temperature recorder.
L.2.7 Temperature Transmitter (EMF/I Transmitter_ - Converts a milllvolt
signal from a copper-constantan experiment thermocouple to a millia_pere
signal sent to the experiment temperature optical meter, and the temperatu_-t
channel of the pressure/temperature recorder.
i
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&.2.17 Outlet Flow..Monitor Switch - Same as inlet flow monitor switch.
Receives signal from outlet flow transmitter. Causes scram ana actuation
of appropriate channel of the local audible-vlsible alarm unit. Again, two
identical monitor switches are series-connected for the outlet flow channel.
&.2.18 Pressure Indicator - Provides local (not panel mounted) water
pressure indication for hydrotesting and check of pressure recorder.
&.2.19 Annunciator - Local audible-visible eight channel alarm unit. Upon
actuation of a channel, the corresponding light flashes on and off m [ the
horn is actuated. These alarms continue until the "Acknowledge" push button
is depressed. Alarm ackno_ledgement stops the horn and changes the light
from flashing to a steady "On" condition. The light goes off automatically
when the alarm condition is removed. The annunciator also has a lamp test
push button.
_.3 INSTRUMENT INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
Prior to and d_ing the initial installation of the 63-05 experiment console,
all equipment was checked out for calibration. Test results are recorded
in Westinghouse Test Record Book No. 17AA3, pp. 17AA300-9. Routine
calibrations and inspections of the 63-05 experiment console are performed
in accordance with the manufacturers, instruction manual listed below.
Manual No.
i. L & N 177090
2. L & N 177097
3. L & N 177093
_. Minneapolis Honeywell 33_-O
5. Daystrom 670A
6. SCAM SC-AC/SC-BC
7,, Westinghouse F_vp.(Alarm Module) 63-05
I
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6.0 O_R_I_S
6.1 GENERAL
The operations for the water-cooled experiment system may be divided into
pre-irradiation handling and testing, operation, and post-irradiation
! handling. Most testing and calibration of system instruments and the
sample equipment are conducted in the pre-irradiation period. The more
critical handling operations are performed in the post-irradiation period,
following activation of the items. This section summarizes the operational
step; necessary to perform the experiment.
: 6.2 STARTING CONDITIONS
The reactor is shutdown, and Quadrant C is filled with water. The Quadrant
A RT-1 experiment will have been removed and HT-1 purged with deionized
water. The sample holder with sample fixture attached will have satisfac-
torily passed bench tests for proper transducer operation. All 63-05
system maintenance and instrument calibration will have been completed.
For a new experiment, the sample holder reactivity worth will have been
determined directly or shown by calculation to be less Significant than in
previous experiments. (The fual need not be removed from the core prior
i to inserting or removing the capsule and/or sample holder.)
6.3 PRE-IRRADIATION PROCEDURES
! 6.3.1 Handling
The adapter sleeve flange clamp is loosened and the blank cap removed,
! permitting free interchange of water in HT-I and the quadrant. The lifting
bar is attached tu the chain fall supported from the polar crane and used
to lift the capsule off the capsule stand, move it over, and set it down
! with the dolly wheels on the tracks. (A long-handled hook is used to guide
the capsule down into position). The capsule is moved forward, along the
tracks, with force being exerted by both the long-handled tool and a set
of ropes. The two ropes are attached by shackles and hook to the lifting
i eyes on the capsule and are routed through pulleys attached to the lifting
eyes on the adapter sleeve. After the capsule hemispherical head has
passed the In-core end of the adapter sleeve, the capsule will be supported
6-1
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and centered by the two guide strips. At this point, the lifting bar is
disengaged from the capsule by lowering the crane hook (hence, lifting bar)
about 2 ft. The lifting bar is removed from the immediate area and
disengaged from the overhead crane. The capsule is supported at the in-core
end by the guide strips (lying on the bottom of HT-1), and at the out-of-
core end by the capsule dolly. The ropez ure used tc pull the capsule the
remaining 7 ft into HT-I. The adapter sl_e fl_mg,_clamp is tightened
down and the assembly is ready for purging and hydrostatic testing.
The coolant line is connected to the sample holder, the electrical and gas
lines having been previously connected, and the sample holder is then lowered
into the quadrant. A long-handled hook and a rope are used to insert the
sample holder into the capsule. The capsule (to sample holder) flange
clamp is tightened and this assembly is ready for purging and subsequent
tests as described in Section 6.3.2.
6.3.2 Operational and Hydrostatic PreiRun Tests
The following tests will be conducted before each experimental run. These
tests should not be confused with the one set of initial pre-operational i
tests to be conducted after equipment installation, i
Two tests w_ll be conducted as found necessary. These are an instrument
calibration test and a capsule water relief valve setting test. The other !
operational and hydrostatic tests will be run at times indicated below.
The system instrument calibrations would involve, for example, such instruments
as the two flow transmitters (FX-I, FX-2) and the pressure transmitter (PX-I), ._
as well as associated electrical tests. The Capsule water relief valve
(PC-VS) setting may require occasional checking. A manually operated hydro -T
pump anm associated pressure gage will be used.
The HT-1 hydro-test will be conducted after the capsule has been inserted
into HT-I, to prove the integrity of the flanged Joint_ between HT-I and
the adapter sleeve, and particularly between the sleeve and the capsule. !
___ The Quadrant A deionlzed water header, will be used to provide the hydraulic
pressure. The interior of the capsule, the sample holder, and all piping
and flexible hose between the capsule inlet and outlet isolation valves will
not be subject to the hydraulic pressure.
After the HT-1 hydrotest, a pre-insertion operational test of the sample
and actuating gas system will be run. The sample holder with all electrical
and gas lines attached will be placed on the floor at the 0'0" elevation,
6-2
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i a final out-of-_ile test made to examine th6 ability to actuate the transducer
sample and recelve a satisfactory output signal.
Upon completion of the sample operational test, the sample holder is inserted
into the capsule as indicated in Section 6.3.1, and the capsule hydro-test
is then performed. This test is the final ±eak test before ='eactorpower
operation. The purpose of the test is to demonstrate the integrity of the
various flanged Joints, and in particular, the capsule back plate Joint
and the sample _older - flexible hose Joint. After the capsule hydro-test,
the experiment pre_start test is run. This is the last opportunity to
i determine proper transducer actuation and response for that set of transducers.
The results of this test will be the standard against which radiation-
induced malfunction or failure is measured. After this test is run, the
i transducers are irradiated, and only hot cell examinations can be made.
6._ OPERATION
T
i After the final pre-run tests are completed, a reactor startup will be
initiated. During the approach to criticality and full power, the loop
control panel will be monitored continuously, as well as the read-out
i equipment connected to the experiment. Loop data will be recorded at
I every new power level until full power is reached, and at full power, once
every hour. Any abnormalities should be noted and the proper corrective
I action taken. The test specifications will outline the prope_ data-taking method for the experiment from before criticality until after
shutdown. If an experiment requires a gas actuation system, the test
specification will specify the pressures. The gas system accumulator is
I pre-charged and then released into the sample gas actuating system through
SA-V1 until the desired pressure or pressures are reached. The gas pressure
c_ be vented off through SA-V3.
A 63-05 operator's duties may consist of any or all of the following oper-
ations during a power run. He will record and check all loop and exper-
! imental data as indicated in the procedures, as well as perform general
! equipment maintenance.
6.5 POST-IRRADIATION HANDLING
The primary handling operation after the completion of the experimental
run involves disconnecting the sample holder, transporting it, underwater,
to the PBR hot cells for sample fixture testing, disassembly and ultimate
disposal. In special cases it may be desirable to transport an experiment
to the hot cells by means of a lead cask and cart through the air lock door.
i
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6.5.1 _Quadrant Operations
After the sample holder and capsule interior have been purged and the
capsule clamp loosened, a long-handled hook is attached to the sample
holder back plate lifting eye. The sample holder is pulled out, using
the hook tool and a rope, until the back platteis far out enough to
permit attaching a second hook tool to one of the s_:_pleholder guide
rings. The sample holder is then completely removed from the capsule
and placed on the quadrant floor. The chain fall and polar crane are used
to lift the sample holder up through the quadrant to permit subsequent
disconnecting of the gas and coolant lines. The sample holder is then
returned to the quadrant floor to await transport to the PBR Hot Cells.
After the primary coolant pumps are shut down, HT-1 is purged of primary
coolant. The adapter sleeve flange clamp is loosened and the capsule
pulled partly out of HT-1 using a rope. The lifting bar is brought
up under the capsule with the slot in the outer arm engaging the capsule
flange, and the rope is then used to withdraw the capsule out of HT-1
with the lifting bar supporting the weight. The capsule front end is
raised and set down off the south side of HT-1; the front (in-core)
end of the capsule rests on the capsule stand. A long-handled hook is
used to place the adapter sleeve cap in place, after which the flange
clamp is tightened and HT-1 is purged of quadrant water.
6.5.2 Sample Holder Transport to.Ho.tCells
A cable is attached to the lifting eye on the back plate. Floats are
attached to the free end of the cable and the experiment electrical leads.
The sample holder is placed in a horizontal position on the quadrant floor
in front of the underwater door into Canal E. With the door open, the
leads and cable are pulled down and through the door out into the canal
using a hook tool from the canal side of the door. The floats will bring
the cable and leads up to the surface of the water, where they are retrieved.
With the cable and leads transferred, the sample holder is moved through
the door (using the cable and hook tool), out into the canal and over to
the underwater door leading into Canal F. The same procedure is followed
here. At the door into Canal J, the PBR underwater cable arrangement is
used to transfer the sample holder, cable, and electrical leads.
6.5.3 Hot Cell Area Operations
At the back of the hot cells, the sample h._Ideris placed in the lifting
bar which is attached to a remotely operated crane. The two remotely
operated cranes are used to transport the sample holder in the lifting
bar from the canal floor to the lift tray on the Cell No. 1 doer. The
6-/+
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door is then remotely closed, carrying the lifting bar and sample holder
into the hot cell with it. The in-cell General Mills manipulator and
the two sets of master slave manipulators are used to move the sample
holder and attached leads onto the cell working surface and into position
for subsequent sample fixture disassembly, testing, and subsequent disposal.
m
F
)
i
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7 •0 CALCULATIONS
7.1 HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS
7.1.1 Normal Cooling Water Exit Temperature
Sumary
T
! The data for gasmm heating utilized am shown in Figure 7.1. Experimental
values* of heat generation rate at 60 Mw reactor power were increased
20 per cent and used for these calculations. A value of 8 watts/g at a
i point _ inches from the HT-I centerline toward the core and 1.2_ watts/g
• at a point _ inches from the HT-I centerline away from the core was used.*
The average value of the gamma heat generation is therefore _.62 watts/g
, at the HT-I centerline, at a point on the HT-I centerline nearest the core.i
The heat ge_eration rate on the HT-I centerline is described by the
fcllowing linear equation.
I where _x Gamma heat generation rate x inches fromcore centerline on the HT-I centerline
= watts/g
i
_c = Average gamma heat generation rate on HT-I
centerllne at a point nearest the core
= &.62 watts/g*
x = Distance on the HT-I centerline from the
horizontal core centerline
(
I The peak value of 8 watts/g used above is 20 per cent greater than the peak
experimental value for voided HT-I. Therefore, the 8 watts/g value is
conservative. The heat loads transferred to the cooling water are given
i in Table 7.1 The normal exit cooling water temperature, assuming an inlettemperature of l_5°F, 75 gpm flow, and the heat loads given in Table 7.1,
was 153.6OF.
I _eference 7.1
.
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X
!
5
HT-I
3
Postulated Straight Line
i
_ 2
@
i @Extrapolated Data Based on
PBRF Shape and _.62 watts/g at
60 Mw
0 I0 20 30 _O 50 60
x - Horizontal Distance From Core Centerline, Inches
Figure 7.1 - Extrapolated Gamma Heating
Distribution from Core Centerline
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i TABLE 7.1
I Total Heat Load Transferred to Loop Cooling Water
Source of Heat Heat Load
(BTU/hr)
I HT-I Tube (Assuming an Even QI* = 136,OOO
Split in Heat Transferred
Between Inside and Outside)
i Sample Holder Q2 = 9,22+0
f Samp_o (Assuming 9 ib) Q3 = 60,800
Pressure Tube Q4 = 111,500
f
Heat Generated in Water Q5 = 377,900q
Q Total 695,&00
*The values for QI through Q5 are further described in the
following parts of this sec%lon.
f
.
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7.1.i.i Heat Transferred from HT-I Tube
2
where: Do = Tube outside diameter
= i0 inch
DI - Tube inside diameter
= 9 inch
L = Tube length
-- 52 inch
= Aluminum tube density
= 0.098 ib/in3
' * _x = Average heat generation rate 13 inch from
core centreline = L/_
= 2.31watts/g
3._12 = Conversion factor - BTU/_r-watt
_S& = Conversion factor - grams/lb
2 = Assume 1/2 of the heat transferred to loop
--- cooling water
QI" T_/A (102-92) 52 x 0.098 x 2.21x 3.612 x AS_2
- 136p000 BTU/hr
*See Section 7.i.i.
?-6
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7.1.1.2 Heat Transferredfrom Sample Holder
L x W x _x x 3.412 x &S&Q2 =
1o
where: L = Unitracelength
= 22 inch
W = Unltracepipe weight
= 1.66lb/ft
x = Averageheat generationrate 15 inch
, fr_a core centerline= L/2 + _.O in.
I
t = 1.96watts/g
3.412 = Conversionfactor - BTU/l_-watt
ASA = Conversionfactor - grams/Ib
12 = Conversionfactor - in/ft
22 x 1.66 x 1.96.x3.412 x &SAQ2 = 12
s
I
- I *See Section7.i.i.
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7.I.I.3 Heat Transferredfrom Sample
Q3 = W x "fxX_5_ x3._12
where: W = Sampleweight
= 9.01b
x = Averageheat generationrate o._mass
1.5 inch f_ ,_ _:.erllneof core
= _.359wattelg
Q3 = 9.0 x A.359 x A5& x 3._
= 60,8o0BTU/hr
7.1.1.& Heat Transferredfrom CapsuleTube
HemisphericalHead
2 _
where: D = Head diameter I
--- = 8.5 inches
'_ = Aluminum density
= 0.098 ib/in3
-" 7-6 _
m
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_x = Heat generation rate for mass centered6.0 inch from core centerline
= 3.55 watts/F,
t = Head thickness
= 0.1875 inch
Cylindrical Section to Core Center!Ine
where: D = Cylinderdiameter
= 8.5 inch
t = Cylinderthickness
= 0.3125 inch
L = Cyli_ierlength
= _.5 inch
x = Heat generationrate for the mass centered
--- at _2 (2.25 inch) from the core centerline
= _.22 watts/g _
= SectiondensiCy
= .o98Zb/i
QA.2 = _ x 8._ x 0.3125 x _.5 x 4.22 x .098x 3.A12 x ASA
f
! = 2_ _ BTU/hr
7-7
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CTlindrical SectSon from ,'.oreCenterline to
Point of Zero Heat
where: D -- Section diameter
= 8.5inch
t = Section thickness
= o.3125
L = Section length
= 26.0 inch
_x = Heat generation rate for the mass cerltered
at _2 (13.O inch) from t;:ecore centerline
= 2.31 watts/g
= Section density
= 0°098iblin3
Q4.3 = _x 8.5 xO.3125 x 26.0 x 2.31x .098x3.412
= 76,OO0BTU/hr
Total Heat Transferred from Capsule Tube
Q_ = o:_1 + %.2 + %.3
= ].I,500+ 2&,O00+ 76,000
J
= 111,900BTU/hr
7-8
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7.1.1.5 Total Heat Transferred to Coolin_ Water fr_n Companents
QTotal = 111,5OO  60,800 + 9,2_O + 136,OOO
= 317,500 BTU/hr
! 7.1.1.6 Heat Generated by _ Heatin_ in Cooling Water
Volume inside HT-1 _ heating zone = _/4 x 92 x 52 inch
' = 3310in3
i Volume of capsule in _heating zone
Sample = 6.09___81b+ 3 ib.29= 61.3 + 10.3 = 71.6 in3l
Hemispherical head = _D2% = _x 8._2 x 0.1875
2 2
= 21.2 i_
Cylindrical section = _DtL = _x 8.5 x .3125 x 4.5
to core centerline
! Cylindrical section from core centerline to zeroTheatlng
= _DtL =[[8.5 x .3125 x 26 = 216 i_
! Sample holder
"_ _ 1.66ib x22 ft = 37.2 in3
l .098
Total volume of capsule in _heating zone = 383.5 i_
I Volume of water in _ heating zone = 3310 - 383.5
= 2926.5 i_I
Weisht of water in heat/i_+3,one= 2926"_ x _ = 105.6 lb
(where,(water) _ 62 lb/ft ) 1728
I_ Heat generation rate at L/2 (13 in) from core centerline
= 2.31 watts
I gram
7-9
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Heat input per hr = 105.6 x 2.31 x _54 x 3.412
Q5 = 377,900 BTU/hr
7.1.1.7 Total Heat LoadTransferred to Cooling Water
QTotal = 377,900 + 317,500 = 695,400 BTU/hr
7.1.1.8 Normal Cooling Water Exit Temperature
Texit = 135 + QTotal i
M Cp
where: QTotal = heat input = 695,400 I__TU I
hr
M = flow rate lb/hr i
ft3 ib min i= 75 x .1337 _ x 62._ ft_ x 60 h-_ _i
37 o/hr i
Cp = specific heat of water 1.0 BTU }_Ib_OF •
Texit = 135 + 695,4O0 i
37600 x 1.0 I
r
= 135 + 18.6 =153.6°F
The cooling water exit temperature under normal operating conditions of
75 gpmflow rate and 135°F inlet temperature, as shown above, is 153.6°F.
Therefore, this temperature is well below the design temperature (300°F) of
the system.
7-10
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7.1.2 Maximum Capsule Temperature During Normal Operation
The maximum operating temperature was determined using the following
assumptions:
Average heating rate at centerline _&.62 w/ginat 60 Hw
of core and HT-1
Water flow rate 75 gal/min
Pressure 145 psig (160 psia)
Capsule OD 8.5 inch
Capsule thickness 5/16 inch
HT-I ID 9.0 inch
All heat transfer is to the outside
The temperature of the tube wall was found to be 187.6°F which is well
below the design temperature of 300°F. The calculations are shown below:
7.1.2.1 Water Temperature at Core Centerline
Water inlet temperature = 135°F
to HT-I
Heat transferred from = _ = 68,000 BTU/hr
HT-I tube 2
1/2 total heat generation = 377._00 = 188,950
in coolant 2
Use 188,900
Heat transferred from = ii,_00
hemispherical head
Heat transferred from = 2A,OO0
cylindrical tube to core
centerline
Total 292,_O0 BTU/hr
Water temperature
= 135 +[ 29_.A00 I = IA2.9°F(See Section 7.1.1.8)
75 x .1337 _ 60 x 1.0I
7-ii
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7.1.2.2 Maximum Hot Spot Temperature of Capsule During Normal
Operation
Equivalent diameter
De = DI - D2 = 9.0 - 8.5 = 0.5 inch = 0.0_16 ft
Area of annulus
J___(oi2 -o_2)4
= o.785 71 -
= 0.0_7 ft2
Heat generated in capsule wall
V = Volume of tube per ft =- - Di x 12.0
=_._ [(_._)2_(7._76)2]x.12
=96±n3
/7"(8.o) x 12.o
__ A = Surface area per ft =
= 2.o9ft2/ft
Assume heat generation rate_ = 8.0 watts/g
Q = 8.Ox 96.0x .098x 3._12x_5_
7-12 i !
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i Q = 116,000 BTU/hr
= 116,000 = 55,500 BTU/hr-ft2
A 2.09
i
Assume film temperature = 160°F
ib{ Then: G = Flow = 7.82 x 105------
Unit Area hr-ftz
[
I
K = thermal conductivity of fluid = 0.385 BTU
hr-ft°F
i
i I!
_b = viscosity of fluid = 0.970 ib
hr-ft
I Cp = specific heat of fluid = 1.0 BTU
lb-OF
1 The film coefficient is calculated as follows:*
I hf= 0.023c_
I
hf = 1222 BTU
hr_ft__'_
t
Q 1 _ 55,500
_t = x hf 1222I
I
&5.3OF
Therefore the maximum _iicapsule temperat,.-_
it:
Tmax = 142.9 + &5.3 = 188.2°F (at outside surface)
t *See Reference 7.2, page 219.
t" 7-_
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7.1.3 Maximum Capsule Temperature (at Reactor Power Cut-Back)
The same assumptions are made for the following calculations as for those
in Section 7.1.2, but using a coolant water flow of 50 gpm.
Therefore, assuming a coolant water flow of 50 gpm, the water temperature
at the core centerline:
T= 135°+ 292.A00
50x .1337xpx 6ox 1.o
= i/+6.8OF
then,
AT=Q-//
hf
where:
0.023CpG*hf i
ane Q_= 65,000Br_hr-ft2 "A
-7
J
G = 5.21 x 105 ib/hr-ft2
-7
I
--_ k = 0.385 BTU/hr-ft°F
-!
J/--o.97lb/hr-ft
c __1.o Bin/l/OFP
. assume (_I'14 = 1
*See Reference 7.2, page 219.
?-14 ,
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then hf = 728
T= 65.OOO=89OF728
Tw = ]46.8° + 89° = 235.8OF
7.I.A Maximum CapsuleTemperatureDuring a ReactorExcursion
Assume reactorgoes to 150% power. Flow remainsat 75 gpm, and the inlet
water temperatureto HT-I is 135°F. The heat loads to the coolantwater
are:
Heat generationin coolant = 283,_00BTU/hr
Heat transferredfrom HT-I tube = 102,000
Heat transferredfrom hemispherical
head = 17,200
Heat transferredfrom cylindrical
tube to core centerline =36.000
Total _38,600BTU/hr
Water temperatureat core centerline:
=135o + 4_8_6oo
75 x 0.1337 x_x 6Ox 1.0
= I&6.8OF
7-15
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Maximum hot spot temperature of capsule: Using the procedure
similar to that in 7.1.3,
Q
= 97,5ooBTU/hr-ft2
Assuming 160°F film temperature,
*hf = 1222 BTU/hr-ft2°F
then
Twall, maximum = 146.8° + 79.8 °
= 226.6OF
Therefore, the maximum capsule temperature during a reactor excursion will
be less than the design temperature (3oo°F).
f
*Refer to Section 7.1.2.2.
i
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7.1.5 Exit Coolant Temperature During Reactor Excursion
Assume a reactor excursion to 150% power; flow, 75 gpm; and inlet water
temperature, 135°F; then:
Heat Load = 695,AOO x 1.5 = i,O_3,000 BTU/hr
*Exit Temperature = 135 + I,OA3.0OO
75 x 0.1337 x_x 60 x 1.0
= 135 ° + 27.8@
= 162.8OF
7.1.6 Maximum Capsule Temperature at Scram Flow
Loss of coolant flow below 50 gpmwill initiate a reactor scram. If
however, the flow drops to Just above 50 gpm, no scram wil] _ccur. To
determine if a flow reduction to 50 gpm is hazardous, an analysis shows
that at full reactor power and a drop in coolant flow to 50 gpm, the
pressure tube wall temperature rises to 235.8°F maximum, which is below
the design temperature of 300°F.
In view of this, a set point of 50 gpm is considered safe for reactor
scram, since no rupture of the inner tube is expected. The calculations
are presented in Section 7.1.3.
*See Section 7.1.1.8 for units.
7-I/
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7.2 FLUID FLOW CALCULATIONS
The following pressure drop calculations describe the HT-1 system with
the WANL water-cooled experiment inserted. These calculations provide
a conservative estimate of the effect of the S-inch diameter coolant
piping installed at PBRF, and indicate t.hatflows in excess of the 75 gpm
(used as a nominal flow in other calculations) will exist in _he experiment,
7.2,] Calculation Method
Data from PBRF* indicates that the l-l/2 inch interconnecting piping, less
piping for the WANL water-cooled experiment, gave 75-78 gpm and a,_p of
53 psi. Calculations are based on 75 gpm flow and 53 psi pressure drop from
the PBRF measurement.
PBRP has increased the pipe size to 3-inch which produces approximately
130 gpm at 53 psi.
_p ib/in2 = f W12 VmL (Using modified Darcy's
2 gc rh x iAA x AZ formula)
Where Wl = lb/sec
Vm = ftS/lb
gc = 32.2 ft/sec2
rh= De/A = ft
L = ft
A = ft2
5000-=Re_ 200,O00 fm= O.0A6
Re0 .2
*See Section 7.i.
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Where De = £t
IV
w= lb/h_
_m = lb/ft-hr
W1 _ W
36OO
F-
Therefore the above formula can be rearranged as followm:
W2 x Vm x ALxA 0"2
_p psi = x (3&90)2 2(32.2)IA& De A_
(3.6 X 103'2 (2:) (32.2) (i#_) X A1.8 Del,2 ]! )
_p psi = 1.53 x iO-12 L O. • = New Basic _:;"
A1"8 De1" Formula
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7.2.2 PBRF Pipln_ Pressure Drop
Rearranging the formula, assuming 125°F temperature, 130 gpm, and 53 psi i
drop:
L = 5_
A1"8 De1. 1.53 x 10-12 x 1.71 x lO-2 x 5.25 x 108
r
J
This function, -1
IAI. DeI. -
is now used as a non-temperature dependent constant.
Using the above determined functions in the new basic formula and assuming
an average fluid temperature of IAt°F, and 75 gpm flow, i
if
f
VIA5 = 0.0163 :"
I/O.2= l.O183
-T
v_ 0.2-- 1.66x lO-2 .!
wl.8 = 1.69 x 108 -_
then_p is as follows:
_p = 1.53 x 10-12 (3.85 x 106) (1.66 x lO-2) (1.69 x 108)
" Ap = 16.5psi 1
!
!
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7.2.3 WANL Experiment Pressure Drop Estimate
Solid Pipe - All pipe and fittings taken as 2 inch
Schedule _O (conservative).
L_ 5Oft
Flexible Pipe - Assume equivalent to 3 times its
length of 2 inch Schedule &O pipe
• and iO bends at _ equivalent ft each.
J (37 ft flexible pipe x 3) + _0 = 155 ft
i Pipe Fittings - All taken as 2.0 inch ID
Four 90° long radium elbows = 6.6 ft
; Two 2 inch x 2 inch x 2 inch T's = 3.3 ft
Three _5° elbows = _ ft
TOTAL =13.9 ft, use 14 ft
r
Valve______s- All taken as 2 inch
i Two globe valves (open) = ilA ft• One lift.,ch ck 57
i TOTAL = 171 ft.,
f
' Therefore, total length of 2 inch equivalent pipe = 390 ft
T
! Utilizing dimensions for 2 inch pipe noted above
Ap = 1.53 x 1012 Ai.8 Del.2
- At 75 gpm,
" Total_p = l&.3 psi
i ,
d
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HT-I Area Around Capsule (75 K_m @ I_5°F)
Entrance into annular space from HT-I:
*Ap = (v12 - v22) + Kc v12
l_x2xgc i
where:
Vl = 3.&4 ft/sec
v2 = 0.37_ ft/sec
Kc = 0.05 - Entrance coefficient !
= 1 = 61.3 lb/f_3 i
0.0163
Annular Space Pressure Drop i
=pfL
_O2g i
v = 3._4 ft/sec i
_- f = 0.026
p = O.AOA psi
*Reference 7.2
J
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Therefore, totalL1p Gt"HT-1 + Annular Space = 0.082 + 0.40A = 0.486 psi
Water Entering Adapter Sleeve
_=lo,,App,i--_P
2 x g x i_4
Ap : o.z4zpsi
".Un£trace"Losses - Estimated as 12 ft of 2 inch Schedule 40 pipe
!' *A /,p : 1.53 x i0-12. 1.2 x i01
l x 10-3 x 1.17 x lO-i
l Ap psi = 0.44_ psi
Sample Fixtures
I- Sample fixtures will vary and be quite intricate. Pressure drops
estimated for this calculation,
@ 75 gpm = 3.0 psi
180° Turn
180° turn is _to 13 ft of 2 inch pipe
- or
_.. Ap psi = O.&8 psi
j-
*Reference Equation Section 7.2.3
.
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Return Internal to Capsule,External to "Unitrace"
if:
A = 0.307 ft2 - flow area
A1"8 = 0.12
De = O.&6 ft - equivalent diameter
Del'2 = 0.394
X
Ap psi = 1.01 x i0-3 psi
or_/\pconsidered as = 0 psi
Orifice Plate Pressure Drops
The orifice plates(2 each) are designed for 50 inch of ".aterdrop/lOO gpm.
At 75 g_m each orifice plate will have 1 psi drop. Therefore, 2 will
have a drop equal to 2°0 ps_
To Summarize, !
the total_p at 75 gpm is as follows:
;
PBRF Piping 16.5 psi -
WANL Piping 14.3 psi .
HT-I and Capsule Annulus 0._86 psi i
Entering Adapter Sleeve O.IAI psi
Test Fixture :1.000psi
Unitrace Pipe 0._ psi
180° Turn O.A8 psi
Return in Capsule 0
Orifice Plates (2) 2.000 psi
Required available pressure drop @ 75gpm = 37.3A7 psi
Available i_ p = 53 psi
Therefore, 75 gpm will be exceeded by the system with all valves open.
r ,,
-,'"ReferenceEquation Section ,._.,.
1
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7.3 NUCLEAR CALCULATIONS
7.3.1 Activation Calculations
Materials
I The strain _ge fixture is composed of aluminum and 30&L stainless steel.
Trace quantities of other materials will be present, that is, the strain
gage materials and instrument leads; however, the mass involved is so
small compared to the mass of the fixture that these _aterials will be
neglected ir the activation calculation.
That part of the sample holder which resides in a high flux region
(11.25 inch) will be included in the activation analyses. The sample
holder is fabricated from 6061 aluminum.
i Primary Activation Products
I
The primary activation products, parent isotopes,,element and isotope
fractions and decay information are presented in Table 7.2. The decay
schemes are shown 7.3.in Table
I Irradiation Parameters
I Irradiation time = i0 days = 8.6_ x 105 sec
Decay time in quadrant before disconnecting experiment = 1 day =
I 8.6_x i0_ secMass of stainless steel irradiated = 2.05 ib
Mass of aluminum irradiated = 6.7A ib
, Thermal neutron flux = & x 1014 n/cm2sec
t Fast neutron flux (for A127 (n_=_) Na2_ reaction, threshold energy for
neutrons is 8 Mev)
.._ ' _jc_ & x 1012 n/cm2sec
f
Decay time_before experiment is removed from quadrant = i0 days =
8.6& x 107 sec.
I
i .
i .
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Table 7.3
Decay Schv_es
nNa2_- P- -_i__ (Stabl,)
51 E.C. 51
i Cr _ V (Stable)2% 23
55 E.C. _ sn55Fe (Stable)
26 25
_ co6Om I.T.(99%) " 27Co60 _- -- Ni60 (Stable)
Ni6° (Stabl_)
28
60 _- _ 60 (Stable)
Co - Ni
27 28! ,
cu6_ :c.(_,s_)o:,JO+(l_) = ._6_:Stable)
6_
I Zn (Stable)
• 30
t- Ni65 2- = CU65 (Stable)
28 29
I"
! Zn69m I.T.(IOO%)_ Zn69- #- _ Ga69 (Stable)
i 30 30 31p-
I- 30zn69 -- 31Ga69 (Stable)
!
7_7
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Sample Calculations
J For all isotopes except Co60 &nd Zn69, the buildup a_Iddecay equations '
normally used will be applicable, i.eo,
A(t,T) = AN(t,T) = No'act _ (i-, _t) e_,_T
A = activity of sample, dps
_2 = decay constant for the radioisotope = 0.693/T 1/2, sec-IT 1 half-life of radioisotope, sec
N(t,T) = .-umberof atoms of radioisotope irradiated for t seconds
OaJct and allowed to decay for T seconds= ctivation cr ss secti n of parent isotope, cm2 / atom
= neutron flux, n/cm2sec
NO = number of atoms of the parent isotope in sample before irradiation
Thus, as an example, for A127 (n_) Na2&
mass A127 = 3060g
=_ x 6.02_ x 1023 atoms = 6.81x 1025 atoms of A127NO 27g/g mole g mole
</act= 0.05 x lO- c=2/atom
= A X 1012 n/cm2sec
_= 1.28 x 10-5 sec
_t = 1.28 x 10-5 x 8.6& x 105 = 11.07 (irradiation time)
l-e- _---1.0
_TI = 1.28 x 10-5 x 8.6& x 10& :-"1.107 (decay time before disconnection)
e-/-T1 = 0.332
_T 2 = 11.07 (total decay time in quadrant)
e-_T2 - 1.5 x 10-5
7-28
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At the end of the irradiation cycle, T = O:
A(t,O)= 6.81x 1025x 0.05x i0-2_ x A x IO12 x 1.0 x 1.0 r
i = 1.36x 1013dps
= 1.36x i013 368 curies
I 3.7 x i0Ao =
! where 3.7 x I0 I0 = dpe/curie
I At T1 = 2_ hr:|
: A(t,2A hr) = A(t,O) e- = 368 x 0.332
J
= i22 curies
t
At T2 = i0 days:
A(t,lO days) = A(t,O) e- _T2 = 368 x 1.5 x 10-5
= 5.52 x 10-3 curies = 5.52 mc
For the cases of Co60 and Zn67, two radioisotopes are formed with the
_- metastable isotopes decaying to the radioisotopes in question. Thus, the
I differential equation describing buildup and decay will be
I" dN/dt = NO _ _ + ,')_. Nm -/_,,N ¢Y_Ftation 2)
[
• !"
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where subscript m refers to Co6Oreand Zn69m, the met_table radioisotopes,
and the non-subscripted symbols refer to CobO and Zn ".
The solution to Eq (I) has been given previously as
Im Nm= No O'm J_(l-e-Amt) during irradiation.
Tht,s, during irradiation .'
d_Idt:Nod¢+Nod. ¢ -No_._ e-Am t -AN -!
The equation may be solved by the Laplace transformation, i.e.,
sN(s)=No(d+d.)¢-Nod.¢ -AN(s)
S S+Im
N(s)=No(d+d.)¢-_odm¢ _
s(s+k)(s+_.)(s+A2
N (t) : No (_+dm)_ (1-e-_t) - Norm _ (e -At -e -'_t) -i
-!
AN (t) -N O (d+_m) ¢ (1-e-At) - ANoO% _ (e -)_t -e-A_)
i-,k_ =
i
i
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j Following irradiation, N(t,T) will contain a source term, S(T),
!" S (T)--_---Nm (t,O) (l-e-AmT) e- _T
i i.e., the metastable isotopes _re assumed to decay to Co60 and Zn69.
Also, N(t) decays after irradiation according to e-AT.
!" Thus, N(t,T) = No (6 +6 m) _ (l_e_At) + No_ m _ (e_At_e_Amt)
[  %(t,o)(___I.,) .-AT
J- A(t,T) = AN(t,T)=[N O (d+ _m) _ ( 1-e-it ) + _N° #m _ (e-_t-e -A'mt)I A-Am1
I +ANm (t,O) (l-e-Amt)_ e-AT (Eq_uztion 3)
For Co60 and Co60m
NO = 12_9_g x 6.025 x 1023 atoms = 1.28 x 1023 atoms
mole g mole
i  6.o 6=o.o
! Am: l.lO x lO-3 _ : _.17x lO-9
f _ t : 9.5 x lO2m
l-e- 4 mt_l.O
} _ mTl: 95
,,' ,: 7-_1
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l-e-_m T1 --1.0
At = 3.60 x 10-3
l_e-_t = 3.62 x 10-3
T1 = 3.60 x iO-_
_T2 = 3.60 x 10-3
)
e-_T2 = 0.996_
& (t,O) = 1.2e x 1023.....x 16.0 x i0-2_ x _ x i0IA x 1.0 _
i.i0 x 10-3
= 7._5 x i017 atom
7-32
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i Using Eq (3)
A(t,O) =Ii.28 x 1023 (20 + 16) x 10-2A x _ x 1014 x 3.62 x 10-3
I _ _.17X 10-9x 1.28x 1023x 16 x Io-_ x _ x I014I.17 x 10-9_ 1.10x 10-3
= 6.66x 1012- 3.10x 109 = 6.66x 1012dps
= 6.66 x 1012 = 180 curies
i 3.7 x 101u
(- At TI = 2_ hr:
A(t, 2& hr)=[6.66 x 1012 + A.17 x i0-9 x 7.&5 x 1017 x 1.01
f-
1.0
J
= 6.66 x 1012 + 3.i0 x 109 = 6.66 x 1012
= 180 curies
At T2 = i0 days:
... A(t, i0 days) = 180 x O.996&= 179.5 curies
All other activation calculations are tabulated in TableT.A, using the
methods described above.
J
w
l
r"
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7.3.2 Assumptions for Shielding Calculations
During the two operations discussed below, the adequacy of the shielding
is calculated, since these two operations are considered to present the
greatest hazard to personnel from gamma radiation. First, shortly after
irradiation, the capsule will be raised in the quadrant until the flange,
located 12 ft from the nearest point on the sample fixture, can be manu-
ally disconnected. For purposes of calculation, the following assumptions
will be made:
The sample fixture is a point source.
The capsule is filled with water. 7
The flange is 1 ft above the water when disconnected, giving a !
water shield thickness of Ii ft.
Disconnection is accomplished 2_ hr after the irradiation period.
The second operation of interest is the removal of the sample fixture
from the remainder of the capsule. This will be performed in a PBRF hot
cell. It is assumed that this function is performed 2A hr after irradi-
ation.
The dose rate obtained from a point source may be found from the formula:
Dose rate = SoB e-_t
k = (_(E)/cm2sec (Reference 7.5)
- ,,=,/m-
sO = source strength,_/sec
B = buildup factor
a = distance between source and dose point, cm
-_- _= attenuation coefficient of the shield fore'rays
of energy E, cm-i
Table7.5shows that at the time of capsule disconnection, taken to be
2& hr after shutdown, the dose rate at the surface of the water will be
018 w/hr.
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To determine the adequacy of the hot cell shielding to protect operating
personnel while working on the capsule, comparison with allJwable activ-
ities will be made° The PBRF hot cell yields a dose rate cf 2 mr/hr at
the outer surface when the contained source is :
i0_ curies at i Mev
750 curies at 2.5 Mev
Since the capsule will be disconnected 2& hr after shutdown, hot cell
work must post-date that time. Data from Table 7.6 indicates that, at
2& hr after shutdown, only 130 curies of gamma rays at 2.75 Mev and 688
curies gamma rays with energy greater than I Mev will occur. Thus, the
hot cell is assumed adequate for all operations following disconnection
of the capsule.
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TAB_ 7.6
Grouped Source Strength 2_ Hr After Shutdown
Group Constituent Source Strength
E5, l_gtopes of Group,
Me___X_v and#Energy Curies of Isotope dps
2.75 Na2_, 2.75 122 /+.8x 1012
Mn56, 2.11 8
1.33 Na2A, 1.37 122
co6Om,1.33 0 - "
Co60, 1.33 180 1.2 x 1013
Cu6_, 1.3_ _ i
. .
Ni65, i._9 0
Mn56, 1.81 13
1.17 Co60, 1.17 180
Ni65, 1.11 0 .8 x 1012
Hn56,0.8_ 58.5
0.51 Cr51, 0.32 2_0
Cu6_, 0.51 137 i._ x 1013
Ni65, 0.37 0
Zn69m,o._ A
0.059 C060m,0.059 0 0
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7.3.3 _eriment Reactivit_y
The Pl_m Brook Reactor Facility staff has suggested an empirical method to
determine order of magnitude reactivity effects for the RFI 63-05 experi-
ment conducted in HT-I. This calculational method is proposed by the PBRF
as a substitute manner of determining reactivity effects, rath_ + than con-
tinually measuring this effect for each experiment.
Calculations have been made, following the suggested procedure, for a 9 ib
experiment containing 7 Ib of aluminum and 2 ib of stainless steel. Accord-
ing to the procedure, aluminum is to be treated as a void. The aluminum
mass's worth is then determined by a ratio, considering that:
HT-I voided produces a negative reactivity of 60 cents. Masses
far from core have little effect which leads to a significant
volume of 9" diameter by 28" long.
The second part of the recipe is to take an average value of 1/3 cent/cm2 for
an absorber in the significant volume in HT-I. Determining _a V and multi-
plying by I/3 cent/cm_gives the effect for the absorber. I_ calculating
_a V, the stainless steel was considered to be iron only.
For _ assumed experiment mass and capsule, a reactivity effect of 16.76 cents
is calculated. This result is considered to be grossly conservative. This
position is substantiated by comparison of the experimental value with the
calculated value using the suggested procedure. In this particular experi-
ment, the calculated value was greater than the experiment value by a factor
of _.3.
7.3.3.1 ReactivltyChange for W-2 Capsule
Capsule is 6061-T6 Aluminum, O.D.--8.5", I.D.= 7.875"
L= i_+_.5
Metal Vol. back to i_" from core centerllne:
VcyI= (_/_)(D22 - D12)_.= _/_)(D2 +D1)(D2-D1)L
= 0.785(8.5 + 7.e_5)(8.5- 7.s_5)(le.5)
VcyI = IA8.2_in3
Vhead --_/3_)(rotr__3) = 2.093 (&.253-3.9_3)
2 -
i
' Vhead = 33.0 in3
_+_ Metal Vol. = 1AS.A + 33.0 = 181.A in.31use181 in 3
l
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The Reactivity Change is calculated assuming that the volume
of metal in the capsule displac6s an equal volume of water in
the flooded HT-I.
HT-I vol. = (TT/A) D2L = 0.785(92)(28)
HT-I vol. = 1781 in3
60 =X__!_-
1781 181
X = 6.1 cents
7.3.3.2 Reactivit_ Ch_4e for Sample F_ixtureand S_leholder
Issume 7 lh Aluminum, 2 Ib stainless steel in sample fixtu_c and sample-
holder.
Worth of Alumh:um
m
72 (60) = 2.&2 cents
1781 {
Worth of stainless steel 1 -
I
T 6 .=pv I
= 9o8
56 (2.53) m = 9o8 gm
2 No = O.602 x i0+2&
_aV = 2&.7cm
A = 56
_i _ 2_.7 cm2 = 8.2_ cents _a = 2.53 x i0-24cm23 ca_
Tota3 wo,t,hof s&mple: 2.&24 + "o
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7.3.3.3 Total _eactivity Chaise for E-_oeriment
Capsule 6 .i
Sample I0.66
16.76
Total Worth = 16.76 cents
7.3.3.A Comparison With ExperL-.sntalValues
l
Strain G_ge Experiment
S_mple comprised 7 ib Aluminum + 2 Ib stainless steel
Measured effect was 3.9 cent_
• Calculated effect: 16.76 cents
caZ___c 16.76
= = A.3
exp 3.9
I
.
t
I .
.
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7.A STRESS CALCULATIONS
7._.1 S_ress Calculations of Capsule Assembly
The following design calculations were made to evaluate the structural
integrity of the test capsule design. The c_iculations, which include
determinations of pressure stresses, thermal stresses and beam deflection
of the capsule, confirm the validity of the conservative design specifi-
cat ion s.
The capsule shell was examined for ability to withstand collapsing
nressures, according to ASME Code requirements. The minimum pressure
difference which might collapse the tube is 260 psi with a safety factor
of _. The maximum pressure difference is 138 psi.
The maximum beam deflection is O.00173& inch. Since the annulus is
0.25 inch the caDsule bending is insignificant. The beam deflection
will not cause permanent deformation of the capsule.
The internal pressure capability of the capsule system in the pool is
significantly greater than the 160 psia maximum reactor pressure.
The maximum axial thermal stress is 7&O psi. This stress would allow an
infinite number of thermal cycles.
The capsule will easily withstand any foreseeable experimental mechanical
and thermal stresses.
7.&.l.l Outer Capsule Shell in Reactor (Aluminum)
The outer shell of the capsule is constructed of a 6061-T6 aluminum drawn
tube with a hemispherical head welded tothe inpile end position. The
inpile aluminum tube is designed to resist an external pressure difference
of 138 psi. This is the maximum pressure difference which can occur across
the tube wall. It will occur if the hose carrying primary coolant into the
capsule back section ruptures, dropping the pressure inside the capsule to
that of the quadrant water at that level, which is 22 psia. Calculations
for the mir.imum required thickness have been based on ASME Code design
values and are as follows:
Design Parameters:
Outside diameter of tube = 8.50 inch
Wall temperature = 300°F J
Material = 6061-T6 }
Exteznal pressure = 138 psi
difference I
Mod. elasticity = 9.5 x 106 I
!
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The ASME Code does not have cur_es for AI 6061-T6 to determine factors
used in the conventional external pressure design formula. Assuming
the outer shell to be a tube, UG31 of the Code can be used to determins
the t/Do ratios.
From Figure UG31 of the Code:
for p = 138 psi
S = 5000 psi
t/Do= 0.035
t = 0.298 in
Try t = .3125 inch (5/16 in)
To check this thickness, the following formula is used*.
For Elastic Instability (very lor_ tube)
E t3
p' = ¼ x l-j_ x _
where
p' = external collapsing pressure
v = Poisson's ratio
t = thickness of shell
r = radius
p, = i x 9.5 x 106 x .000398
.91
p' = lOAO psi
Since the Code calls for a factor of safety cf A, the allowable Code pressure
would be 260 psi. This is well above the actual pressure of 138 psi.
The capsule will be leak tested with an internal pressure difference of
IA5 psi before insertion into the HT-I hole. Capsule wall stress will be
This stress is well below the allowable stress of 6000 psi at room temperature.
*See Reference 7.9, page 319.
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?.A.1.2 Hemispherical Head for Capsule Shell
The head of the capsule is a thin spherical shell designed for external
pressure. The stress if calculated is as follows.*
S=_ R
2tE
Assume t = 3/16 inch
p = 138 psi
R = _.16 inch
E = .6 - single welded batt Joint without use of
backing strip
138 x /+.16
S = = 2550 psi
2 x .1875 x .6
This stress is very low. i
To check for elastic design:**
p,-
= 2x 9._x lO6x[_21= 2x 9._x lO6x .oo2o31.66   ..1s61 1.66
"- = 23,300 psi
Hence, 3/16 inch wall thickness is satisfactory.
7.A.I.3 Deflection of the Capsule
When the capsule is inserted into the HT-I through nole, the outer end will
be unsupported for a distance of &6.88 in. from the wear strips installed on I
the through-tube. A deflection of the capsule from the concentric centerline
of the capsule and through-tube will result, To insure that the capsule will
not touch the through-hole, the following calculations are presented. 1
* Reference 7.9, page 281. !
**Reference 7.9, page 318. !
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i Assume the capsule is fixed at the _ear strip point and cantilevered t¢
the centerline of _he core. The maximum deflection resulting can be
calculated frum:
E t"maxy = -wJ J (I + _2U2-sec U)+ L (tan U-Up
atX=O
where
w = weight per lineal inch (of the cap_q'.:,,le)
i
U = _L
J
I I = m_ent of inertia of supporting sw_ion
L = unsupported length
i P = end loading on the capsulo diameter to
external pressure
Through Itube P -----> Capsule w = .784
..._ --- ' ....... .,-___ .J , .
i
I P = 138 psi x A
i A =_ 8.52 = 56.7 inch2A
P = 7830 ib
I " -_ (r14-r24) = A-A_I_-I4.25'- 3.93?5'I
= 67._5 inch4
f
, *Reference 7.9, page 134.
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j=-_/9.5_io6_67._5=V81;8oo
7830
= 286
U = _ = .1639 rad. = 9._°
+ _6.88(tan.1639- .1639)
= -.0286(-.01_3+ .0750)
= -.00173& in.
This is very small and no touching will occur since the annulus is i/_ inch.
7.&.l._ Permanent Deformation of Capsule
To insure that no permanent deformation of the capsule will result due to
the end loading, the capsule is assumed as a column fixed at the wear strip
point.
_: McMaxS= +1'-
where P = end load
A = cross-sectional area of capsule
M = moment due to cantilevered section
I = moment of inertia
C = extreme fiber distance
and *N = -wJ [J (l-sec U) + L (tan U)]
- = .78_ x 286 [286 (1-1.013,_8)+ A6.88 (.1655)l
= .784 x 286 x 3.88 = -870 in-lb
*See Section 7.9, page 13A.
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= 979 + 55
= iO3& psi
This is small, compared to the yield stress of 2/+,000psi; thus, no
permanent deformation will result.
7.A.I.5 Capsule Back Section
The back section of the capsule is designed to withstand a pressure difference
of 14.5psi. The following ASME Code formula was used to determine the thick-
ness of the back section:
t SE - .6 p{
where p = pressure = 145 psi
I R = inside radius = A.25 inch
S = allowable stress value = 17,000 psi
E = Joint efficiency = 1
t = 14_x 4.2_
17,ooo- 0.6x !3s
= .0365 inch
i A wall thickness of 0.3125 inch was maintained, so that the inside _ameter
would be the same over the length of the capsule.
I The backplate is also designed to withstand 145 psi coolant water. The Codeformula for flat heads and covers was used to determine the plate thickness.
l t=dVcp/st
where d = diameter of cap = ii inch
I c = factor depending on the method of attachment = .3
- 7-_7
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p = pressure = 145 psi
S = allc_able stress = 15,300 psi
t = 11 _.3 x 1A5/15,300
= .583 inch
A plate thickness of 1.82 inch was selected to maintain the same type and
size of Joint as the capsule-to-adapter sleeve Joint.
7._.I.6 Thermal Stresses in capsule Wall
Axial Stresses Due to an Axial Temperature Gradient
The axial temperature gradient induces an axial thermal stress, _x_h.
The maximum wall temperature is determined by the heating rate and 100% heat
transfer into the external water.
Assume axial conduction = 0
Taking 1 sq ft of surface at core centerline
i
max = 55,000 BTU/hr-ft2 at core center*
Q = 0 at 26 inch ""
A
Let us assume the distribution is a straight line function.
h = heat transfer coefficient = 1222 BTU/hr-ft2-oF*
max temp -- Twater + _Tmax
Ah max 12,?.2.
*Reference Section 7.1.2.2.
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I At 26 inch from core centerline
J
AT=o, O.=oA
t
and T wall = T water
I Spread over 26 inch, the linear gradient of temperature
i _--_ InCh
Axial stress_6xth = 0.353 E(_ _ dT
D
where R = 6.25 inch
t = O.3125 inch
I EC_ = 140 (AI)
_xth = 0.353 x 140 q6.25 x O.3125 x 1.76
= 99.5psi stress
Axial Stress Due to _ R_dial Temperature Gradient
Let us assume an axial temperature gradient = O. There is a thermal stress
induced by the radial temperature gradient in the capsule caused by,heating.
The worst case that may be considered is that 100% of the heat produced at
the highestZheating rate (8w/g) is spread out radially.
i Ar = _ x t2i_
f
i kA1 = 96 BTU/hr-ft2-°Flft
f
l
•P_ference Section 7.iO, page 500.
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.AT = _V ma. t2
2k
where I_V)max = 8.0 watts x AS_ r_ 0.098 ib ft2
gram ib z-_x !728
e
x 3./+12 BTU
hr-watt
= 2.09 x lO6 BTU
hr-ft3
t = 0.312 in = .026 ft
BTU
k = 96
hr-ft-@F
A T = (2.o?x 106)(.026)2
2(96)
= 7.&OF -;
-
6xth = 7&O psi
The axial stress is low enough so that an infinite thermal cycle life can be
expected.
*Reference Section 7.13, page 9-5_.
**Reference Section 7.10, page &97.
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7.&.I.7 Calc-la_tionsof Required Thickness of F;x_.erimentPiping
Three inch piping required thickness (austenitic stainless steel) from
Section i of ASHE Code (no corrosion allowance):
PxD
tinch = 2S x 2yP where pipis_ is austeniticstainless eel*
and P = 138 psi
D = 3.5 inch
S = 17000 psi
y=O.&
i_8 X 3.5 = 0.01_ inch required
t = 2 x 17000 x O.& x 138 thickness
I Thickness of Schedule I0 pipe = 0.120 inch
Ten inch Schedule AO pipe sleeve (austenitic stainless steel) (no corrosion
allowance) :
where P = 138 psi
D = iO.75 inch
S = 17000
y= O.A
f i_8 x iO.7_ = O.OSO& inch required
I t - 2 x 17000 + 2 x O.& x 138 thickness
1_Lckness of Schedule &O pipe = 0.365 inch
Unitrace - no pressure difficulties.**
!
* Reference Section 7.Ii, page 2A7, 2pO
I **Reference Section 7.12.
_
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8.0 HAZARDS ANALYSIS
8.1 MAXIMI_4CPJ_IBLE ACCIDENT
From the hazards evaluation of the capsule and experiment, the maximum
credible accident has been determined to be the complete severance of the
capsule piping below the level of the quadrant water. This accident is
analyzed in Section 8.3.
Extremely pessimistic assumptions were made to indicate _he time allowed
for an operator to provide emergency coolant flow. This time was in excess
of 10 minutes, at which time the contained stagnant water would rise to less
than 180°F. This is well below the 235°F saturation temperature corresponding
to the head of the quadrant water.
The following assumptions were made to obtain the foregoing results:
i. mlow stops completely in HT-I and capsule. Flow stoppage in
any one line will allow pressure relief through the other paths.
2. Reactor scrams and gamma heating drops to 39.2 percent of original
level and decays as shown in Figure 8.1.
3. There is no heat transfer to HT-I.
4. There is no heat sink capacity of the metal components.
5. Mean water temperature prior to accident is I_°F. (Refer to
Section 7.1).
6. PC water continues to flow through the beryllium.
For the maximum credible accident, it is now assumed that the operator does
_.. not manipulate the emergency cooling valves in time. It will be shown that the
heat generated in the system ten minutes after the accident can be removed by
tra_,sferthrough the HT-I wall, without damage to the H_-I or the capsule.
!
{
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Assuming thermal equilibrium at this flow rate and heat generation, the enthalpy
of the outlet water is:
h(out) = hln + Q/_
h(out) = Outlet enthalpy, BTU/Ib
hin = Inlet enthalpy, BTU/Iu = 103 BTU/Ib at 135°F
_ Q = Heat generation rate, BTU/hr = 272,600 BTU/hr
i
@
m = Flow rate, lb/hr = 18&O lb/hr _!
h(out ) = 103 + 272,600/18&0 = 251.2 BTU/Ib i
From standard steam tables, the temperature corresponding to the outlet enthalpy
of 251.2 BTU/lb is 281.8°F.
Thus, assuming shutdown cooling and the maximum shutdown gamma heating rate,
the bulk coolant does not attain saturation temperature. I
8.2.2 Maximum Capsule Wall Temperature
To determine the maximum capsule wall temperature, the assumption is made that i
- the worst condition occurs in the 6 inch segment of the capsule containing the
test fixture, for which 75 percent of the internal heating is removed through
the capsule wall at the sample centerline (maximum heating). -_
Heat is supplied to the water, prior to reaching the core midplane, as listed
below. Data on full-power heating rates is taken from Section 7.1: t
Half of water = i/2 x 377,900 = 188,950 BTU/hr
Half of HT-I = 1/2 x 136,OOO = 68,000 {
Hemispherical head = ll,500
Capsule, to mldplane = 3/_ x 2_,OOO = 18,0OO
Sample, to midplane = 3/Ax 1/2x 60,800 = 22,800
Total heat to midplane 309,250 BTU/hr
8-8
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A ft 2
__ 2 -- .0_772
G = 18%0/.0_772 - 38,560 ib/hr-ft2
_= Viscosity, ib/hr-ft = .6897 ib/hr-ft at 200°F (data from
Reference 8.2, page _66)
NRe = Q.OAI67 x 38,560 = 2,330
O.6897
The flow is therefore laminar or transition type flow. Since the heat transfer
coefficient for laminar flow is the smaller, the calculation will be based on
laminar flow.
Reference 8.2 gives a correlation for heat transfer on page 232. The equation -"
is:
I LI
which can be rearranged to _olve for h:
D hr-ft2
T
h = Heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2
w = Weight flow, lb/hr = 18&O ib/hr
Cp = Specific heat at constant pressure, BTU/Ib-@F = 1.01 BTU/Ib-°F
at 200°F (Data from Reference 8.2, page A62)
k = Thermal conductivity, BTU/hr-ft-°F = 0.393 BTU/hr-ft-°F at
200°F (Data from Reference 8.2, page _56)
L = Length of heated section:,ft = 6/12 ft
8-10
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The design of HT-I is such that all the heat generated at full reactor power
by the empty HT-i tube can be removed by the primary coolant flowing on the
outside. Using this statment, the minimum overall heat transfer coefficient
can be computed by making the following assumptions:
i. HT-I temperature = 3OO°F
2. Peak gamma heating = 8 watts/g
3. Primary coolant water temperature = 135°F
Heat flux through the HT-I = Heat generation per unit length
Surface area per unit length
Q = _cP(VIL)x 4_4x _-412
A (As/L)
_c = Peak gamma heating, watts/g = 8 watts/g
D = Density, ib/ft3 = 169 lb/ft3
(V/L) = Volume per unit length, ft3/ft = (_/4) (Do2- Di2)
Do = Outer diameter of HT-I, ft = 10/12 ft
Di = Inner diameter of HT-I, ft = 9/12 ft
[  IiI"V=__ II012- =0.I0_63 f_q_tL 4 _12, .
(As/L) = Surface area per unit length, (ftS/ft) =7_Do = 2.6180 ft2/ft
454 = Conversion factor, g/ib
3.412 = Conversion factor, BTU/watt-hr
= 8 x 169.x 0.10363 x 45& x 3._12 BTU
A 2.6180 hr--_t2
= 82,900 BTU/hr-ft2
8-3
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The heat transfer coefficient h = (Q/A)/_T
Q/A = Heat flux, BTU/hr-ft2 = 82,900 BTU/hr-ft2
_t = Temperature difference, °F = 165°F
h = 82,9Op= 502 BTU
165 hr-ftZ-°F
To determine the HT-1 wall temperature and capsule wall temperature at the
end of lO minutes, the heat flux is calculated. Heat from the capsule,
sample, and HT-1 are all assumed transferred out through the HT-1. I
He_t generation in capsule per unit length = Qc =_c _(V/L) x _5_ x 3._12 BTUhr-ft -"I
VlL= (77/_)%2_ oi2) --
-[
1 '_
Qc = 8 x 169 x .05582 x _5_ x 3./d.2 = 116,9C5 £TU/hr-ft
Heat generation in sample per unit length = Qs =_c (M/L) x _5_ x 3._12 BTU
hr-ft "
(M/L) = Weight per unit length, ib/ft = M/Ls
M = Weight of sample, lb = 9 lb '_
i
Ls = Length of sample, ft = 6/12 ft
MIL = 9/(6/12) Iblft = 18 ib/ft
Qs = 8 x 18 x &5_ x 3.&12 = 223,063 BTU/hr-ft
, 8-6 _
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Total heat flux through the HT-I = (Qc+ Qs)/(As/L) + (Q/A)HT_I
Qc = Heat per unit length of capsule = 116,905 BTU/hr-ft
Qs = Heat per unit length of sample = 223,063 BTU/hr-ft
(As/L) = Surface area of HT-I per unit length = 2.6180 ft2/ft
(Q/A)HT_I = Heat flux due to HT-I = 82,900 BTU/hr-ft2
Q = I16.905 ± 223.06_ + 82,900 = 212,800 BTU
A 2,6180 hr-ft2
At i0 minutes from scram time, the heat generation rate has decayed to
8.2 percent of its initial value of 8 watts/g and so the heat flux is :
j Q/A = .082 x 212,8OO BTU/hr-ft2 --17,_50 BTU/hr-ft2.
To transfer this flux, the requi_-edtemperature difference is
7
At =
h
i Q/A = heat flux, BTU/hr-ft2 = 17,_50 BTU/hr-ft2
i h = Heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2-@F = 502 BTU/hr-ft2-@F
T At = = 35oF
! 502
i Tha normal primary coolant temperature is app,-_ximately135°F; therefore,HT-I wall temperature would be 135° + 35° = 170°F.
i HT-I is designed to withstand a 300°F operating temperature. It can thereforebe concluded that the integrity of HT-1 __ maintained.
HT-1 temperature is maintained at 170°F and Tsat corresponding to the head
[ of the quadrant water is 235°F. The condition-which will exist in the annulus
I between the capsule and HT-I is sub-cooled nucleate boiling. A plot of_t
vs Q/A for saturated nucleate boiling under natural-convection conditions is
8-5
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given in Reference 8.1, page %71. In order to use this correlation the
heat flux through the capsule wall is required.
Qc = Heat per unit length of capsule = 116,905 BTU/hr-ft
Qs = Heat per anit length of sample = 223,063 BTU/hr-ft
(As/L) = Surface a,-eaof capsule per unit length =_D o ft2/ft
Do = Outer surface of capsule, ft --8.5/12 ft
As/L = _(8.5/12) = 2.225_ ft2/ft
Q = 116,905 + 223.063 BTU = 152,767 BTU
A 2.225_ hr-ft2 hr-ft2
After lO minutes, the flux is down to 8.2 percent of its initial value, or
Q/A = .082 x 152,767 BTU/hr-ft2 = 12,530 B_IJ/hr-ft2
Using this heat flux,At is about 16°F, leading to a capsule wall temperature of
tc --tsat +At
tc = Capsule wall temperature, °F
tsat = Saturation temperature of liquid = 235°F
At = Temperature rise at wall --16°F
tc --235 + 16 --251°F
The 251°F is a conservative figure, as it is based on saturated nucleate
__ boiling. Since the actual condition is subcooled nucleate boiling, the
capsule wall temperature will probably be below 250_F.
The capsule is designed to withstand 300°F; therefore, the integrity of the
capsule will be maintained.
The experiment in the capsule contains no fuel or other hazardous material;
therefore, no hazard to the reactor or personnel can be postulated.
8-6
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8.2 LOSS OF PRIMARY COOLANT PUMPS
In the event of loss of coolant flow as a result of loss of the primary coolant
pumps, the primary coolant flow rate drops to 5 percent of full flow or 3.75 gpm
to the experiment. The following calculations show that no boiling will occur
at the m-Y_n,_mshutdown gamma heating rate of 39.2 percent full power heating
and tLe reduced coolant flow, and that (a) the bulk coolant temperature does not
exceed the saturation temperature (324°F), and (b) the maximum capsule wall
temperature does not exceed the design temperature (300°F).
The following conditicns are assumed:
Flow rate of coolant = 3.75 gpm
Maximum gamma heating rate = 39.2 percent of normal heating
Lnlet coolant temperature = 135°F
Of the heat generated in HT-1 wall, half is removed through
the walls of HT-1 and the remainder must be removed by the
coolant flow in HT-I.
The calculations show that the rate of heat transfer is greater than the rate
of heat generation; therefore, the capsule wall temperature will be less than
300°F. Under static conditions the pressure in HT-I is 80 psig, having a
Tsat of 32_°F. It can be seen that no boiling will occur and the integrity
of the HT-I and capsule is maintained. The complexity of the sample may allow
some local hot spots and subcooled nucleate boiling. However, the conservatism
of the assumptions makesthis unlikely and there is no possibility of net steam
generation or melting of the sample.
8.2.i Maximum Coolant Temperature
From Section 7.1, the normal heat transferred to the cooling water is
695,AOO BTU/hr. Thus, at shutdown, the maximum heating rate to the coolant
will be:
Q = 695,_00 x 0.392 = 272,600 BTU/hr
= 3.75 gallon ft3 min 61.28 ib
minut'ex 0.13368 -- x 60 -- xgallon hr f_3
= 18_0 lb water/hr
8-7
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At shutdown, heat rate is 39.2 per cent of the full-power heating.
Q = 0.392 x 309,250 = 121,230 BTU/hr
The enthalpy of the water at the midplane is
h_ = hin + Q/_
= 103 + 121,230/18_O = 168.9 BTU/lb
From the steam tables, the temperature corresponding to the centerLine enthalpy
of 168.9 BTU/lb is 2OO.8°F. Th_" is considerably below the saturation
temperature of 324°F.
To obtain the capsule wall t_mperature at the mdiplane, the heat flux and the
film coefficient are needed. A calculation of the maximum heat flux at the
midplane has been previously made in this section. The result is, at full
power, and using a peak heating rats of 8 watts/g,
Q/A = 152,767 BTU/hr-ft2
At scram, assuming 25 per cent of the heat is removed internally, and taking
into account that the average heating rate is _.62 watts/g, the resulting flux
is:
_A = .392 x .75 x (_.62/8) x 152,767 = 25,9_O BTU/hr-ft2
To determine the type of flow in the annulus between the capsule and the HT-1,
Reynolds' number is calculated:
&e =
i De = Equivalent diameter, ft = DO - Din
DO = Outer diameter of annulus, ft = 9/12 ft
i Di = Inner diameter of annulus, ft = 8.5/12 ft
De -- (9/12) - (8.5/12) -- .0_167 ft
! G = Weight flow per unit area, ib/ft2-hr -_/A
; _ = Weight flow, ib/hr = 1840 ib/hr
T A = Cross-sectional area of annulus, ft2 =-_ (Do2 - Di2)
r
i
f
i
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D = Equivalent diameter of annulus, ft = 0.0_167 ft
= 1.75 x (9158)I/3 x 9._31 = 1.75 x 21.15 x 9.131
= 3_9 BTU/hr-ft2
The correlation is valid for WCp/kL_IO, which is satisfied.
The capsule wall temperature can be obtained from
to =_ + Q/A
h
to = Capsule wall temperature, °F
= Bulk water temperature, °F = 200.8°F
Q/A = Heat flux, BTU/hr-ft2 = 25,9A0 BTU/hr-ft2
h = Heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr-ft2 = 3A9 BTU/hr-ft2
t = 200.8 + 25.9_0 = 275.1°FC
3_9
Therefore, a wall temperature of less than 300°F will occur when 75 percent
of the heat generated in the capsule is removed through the wall of the capsule.
Since this has been determined for the _ae_a heating rate at shutdown, the _mll
temperature at any time following shutdown will be less than 275°F.
"t
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8.3 SYSTm_RUPTURE
The effects of rupturing the system will vary, depending on the location
assumed for the rupture. The following sections analyze ruptures of various
locations in the system.
8.3.1 Capsule Pressure Tube Inside HT-I
Rupture of pressure tube or transition Joint in HT-I i: not credible since
the wall is designed to withstand an external pressure of 268 psi. The
maximum pressure differential across the wall during normal operation is
53 psi. If, however, a leak did occur, no loss of primary coolant would
result because primary coolant is on both sides of the wall.
8.3.2 Rupture Outside HT-I
A rupture outside of HT-I in piping or flexible lines will allow primary
coolant to enter the quadrant water. Two flow meters are provided, one on
the inlet line and one on the outlet llne. Both flows are 1_corded on the
same scale; therefore with no leakage, both flow recordings will be the same.
Regardless of where the leak occurs, it will be recognisable as a leak
rather than an instrumentation calibration shift. If a leak occurs in the
flow path prior to the inlet orifice, both flow meters will show a decrease
in flow rate and indicate the leak and leak location. If there is & leak
in the system between the inlet and outlet orifice, the inlet flow meter
reading will increase and the outlet flow meter reading will decrease. A
leak in the area downstream of the exit orifice will cause both flow meter
readings to increase. All three emergency conditions are easily differentiated
from a calibration change which would cause one flow meter to wander while
the other remains constant.
Detection of a leak of a magnitude that does not cause an alarm or scram
condition will immediately be reported to the PBRF reactor supervisor and
corrective action will be taken at his direction.
-_ The worst possible occurrence would be a break or pinch in the line below the
quadrant water level, since the pressure in HT-I would drop to the static
head of the quadrant water. The check valve on the capsule exit line will
prevent back flow of _imary coolant. I_w-low flow through the capsule will
cause a reactor scram. The operator will close the primary coolant inlet
valve and switch to capsule emergency cooling flow.
To prevent an unsafe condition from arising_ sufficient time must be available
for the operator to manipulate five valves to provide emergency cooling.
Any of the capsule alarms being actuated causes a "WANL capsule trouble"
8-12
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alarm to be actuated in the experimental control room. The ceuse of 5he scram
will therefore be known in_ediately and an operator dispetched to investigate.
A pessimistic assumption of the time involved is as follows:
Operator dispatched O.5 mln
Control room to capsule 5.0 rain
Checking condition I.5 min
Operation of five valves 2.5 mln
Total 9.5 min
8.3.3 Analysis
To determine the temperature of the contained water in HT-I at iO minutes, the
following assumptions and calculations have been prepared. It was found that in
i0 minutes the water temperature was 176._°F:
I. Flow stops completely in HT-I and capsule.
2. Reactor scrams and gamma heating drops to 39.2 percent of original
level and decays as shown in Figure 8.1.
3. There is no heat transfer to HT-I.
_. There is no heat _ink capacity of the metal oomponents.
5. Mean water temperature prior to accident, as determined from
Section 7.1 --I_°F.
The volume of water can be obtained, approximately, as the volume of the HT-I,
less the volume displaced by the capsule, plus the volume of water within the
capsule.
"" V = (TTA) D2 I_
V = Volume, ft3
D = Diameter, ft
L = length, ft
| s-13 i
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_or the HT-I, V = (_/4) x (9/12)2 x (187/12) = 6.£845 ft3
Displaced by the capsule, V = (_/4) x (8.5/12)2 x (120/12) =,3.9406 ft3
Within the capsule, V = _/4) x (7.875/12)2 x (120/12) = 3.382_
Total volume of water = _8845 - 3.9_06 + ]_82_= _o.__3 ft3
The weight of water is determined from
W =_V
_= Density of water, lb/ft3 = 56.66 ib/ft3 at 160°F (Data from
Reference 8.3, ,age 1843)
V = Volume of water, ft3 = 6.3263 ft3
W = 56.66 x 6.3263 = 358 lbs
The heat supplied is obtained by integrating the data of Figure 8.1 from O to
10 minutes. The equation representing the data is
Q = Qo x 0.392 t(-O'2439)
Q = Heating rate at time t, BTU/_ec
Qo = Heating rate at full power, BTU/sec = 695,400/3,600 = 193.2 BTU
sec
t = Time after scram, _ec
Integrating the expression: i
_- JoQdtf600sec =rO.372Q°_O' 5bI t0"756116o00see ;,.
= 0.51845% x (600)0"7561
= 65.351 x 193.2
= 12,630 BTU
8-1A
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The temperature of the water after iO minutes can be obtained from enthalpy
considerations:
hlo =h +j_q._.
o W
hlo = Enthalpy at i0 minutes, BTU/Ib
h = Enthalpy of water at scram, BTU/lb = 1/2 BTU/lb at I/_°F
O
fQdt = Heat BTU = 12,630 BTU
added,
W = Weight of water, lb = 358 lb
hlo = 112 + _ = IA7.3 BTU
398 ib
Me water temperature corresponding to i&7.3 BTU/Ib is 179.3@F. This is
I substantially below the saturation temperature of 325°F and so there will bei
, no meltdown or boiling within the i0 minutes required for emergency operation.
8-15
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8._ LOSS OF POWER
Loss of electrical power to the experiment flow instruments will scram the
reactor. In view of this, no excessive temperatures or hazardous situations
will develop.
8.5 REACTOR EXCURSION
The experiment is contained within the HT-1 through-hole. The structural
integrity of HT-1 is not affected by the insertion of the capsule; therefore,
no increase in the potential hazard is postulated.
A reactor power excursion to 150% of normal power will cause the experiment
primary coolant exit temperature to rise to 162.8°F* and the maximum capsule
wall temperature to rise to 227 °F*. Neither of these conditions is .
hazardous.
-!: 8.6 BOILING
Loss of primary coolant pumps, discussed in Section 8.2, showed that the
maximum capsule wall temperature is less than 300°F. The saturation tempera- I
ture corresponding to the static head of the primary coolant system is 32_°F.
In view of this, no net steam generation will occur. Some local hot spots
within the sample may allow subcooled nucleate boiling; however, condensation "i
of the minute bubbles will take place immediately on release. .!
The reactor is shut down at the time of the accident. Therefore, no hazards -_
from boiling can be postulated, i
During minimum flow prior to scram operation, the calculation_ presented in _.
Section 7.1.3 show the maximum capsule temperature to be 235.8 °F. The satura- I
tion temperature corresponding to the normal primary coolant pressure in HT-I --
is 363°F. In view of this, no boiling will occur.
8.7 HANDLING ACCIDENT "IT
All handling of the experiment is done while the reactor is shut down. There- "T
fore, a handling accident will have no effect on the operation of the reactor.
(For detailed procedures see Section 6.) '
The procedures for handling an irradiated experiment call for purging with
deionized water prior to extraction from HT-1. In this manner the fluid
released into the quadrant will be deionized water. To prevent an7 escape
of active helium, the gas system is evacuated to the reactor tank ver._
system.
•See Section 7.1._.
J
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The sample support tube is disconnected from the instruments, gas supply, and
water piping, while the sample is kept submerged under ii ft of quadrant
water. As shown in Section 7.3.2, the dose rate at the surface of the water
will be only 2.2_ mr/hr during this operation. The sample and sample holder
tube are transported along the canal to the hot cell where the in-core acti-
vated section is removed. As shown in Section 7.3.2, a dose rate of less than
2 mr/hr is predicted at the surface of the hot cell. The only accident which
can result from the handling operating is the inadvertent lifting of the sample
too close to the water surface. In view of this, the area will be monitored
during the handling operation.
The procedures for handling a new experiment call for re-use of the non-
active end of the previous sample holder. Handling of the non-irradiated
sample and holder therefbre poses no hazards.
The pressure tube is inserted into HT-I first by utilizing a dolly mounted
on tracks which automatically centers the tube. The sample and holder are
subsequently inserted into the pressure tube. No hazard can be foreseen in
these operations.
_ After the system is secured, a hydrostatic pressure test is conducted to check
for leaks.
8.8 INSTRUCT FAILURE
The two experiment coolant flow instruments are the only instruments which
initiate a scram. A double accident, occurring at the same time, and involv-
ing duplication of an almost incredible failure mode on each of the two instru-
ments is required in order to postulate a possibly dangerous condition. This
failure mode requires breaking of the low pressure pipe line. Occurrence of
a simultaneous double accident of this sort is incredible.
All other instruments have no effect on reactor safety, and failure of these
i instruments would only cause experiment inconvenience.
8.9 CHEMICAL REACTIONS
! The materials of construction of the WANL In-Pile Test Capsule havebeen limited to a relatively inert group.
" Underwater systems are comprised of austenitic stainless steels and aluminum.These materials are latively inert and are in contact wi h water which will
not exceed 300°F.
The transition Joint between stainless steel and aluminum is the only point at
which corrosion may possibly occur. Work by P. O. Strom, et al,*indicates
that corrosion problems do not exist even at this point.
*Reference 8. A
!
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8.10 SAMPLE BELLOWS RUPTURE
The strain gages which are to be tested are actuated by a system of
expansion bellows and lever arms. To expand the bellows, helium gas
pressure is used; therefore, a rupture would allow gas to enter the
cooling water.
To demonstrate the effect of such an occurrence, calculations have been
performed to determine the amount of helium released into the capsule
water and the rate at which it is released° The amount of helium re-
leased can be greater than the weight soluble by the water in the capsule.
However, it is shown that even with the pessimistic assumption that none
of the helium dissolves, the change in reactivity will be less than the
maximum permitted when a bubble of undissolved helium is suddenly removed
from the tube.
8.10.1 Solubility of Helium in Capsule Volume
8.10.1.1 Volume of He Contained in Gas System
Volume in sample fixture = 3.37 in3
Volume in Unitrace sample holder:
Unitrace cross section area = 0.35 in2
Length of Unitrace = 159 in
Volume = 55.6 in3
Volume in connecting piping =_/A D2L:
ID = 0.25 in
._ L --660 in
Volume --32.3 in3
Volume in accumulator = 70 in3
Total Volume = 3.37 + 55.6 + 32.3 + 70 --161.27 in3
For conservatism use 165 in3
" 8-18
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8.10.1.2 Volume of He That Could Leak Into the Cooling Water
Assume rupture occurs at maximum gas pressure = 265 psia
Water Pressure = i_0 psia
Density of He at STP = 0.01114 ib/ft3.
_(inltial --265 psia, IO0°F) = 0.176437 ib/ft3
P (final: IAO psia, i00°}) = 0.093212 ib/f%3
/_ m = V (_initial - Pfinal)
= _8 (.176437 - .093212) = 0.007946 ib
J
At 4 lb He per ib tool, this is 0.0019865 ib toolHe
8.10.1.3 Volume of Water in Capsule (Approximate.)
/_ D2L = [[ x 7.8752 x 125.5 = 6100 in3
Volume of cylinder = -_- -_--
Volume of hemisphericalhead = I 13_I_R3 =128__ 2
Total = 6228 i_
2 in. Unltrace - Metal Area = 1.39 in2
Trace Area = 0.35 in2
: Non-water area = 1.39 + 0.35 = 1.74 in2
Non-water vol. = 1.74 x 11_.75 = 199.5 i_
T
Sample Volume = 9 ib at 0.i ib/i_ = 90 i_
Vol, of water = 6228 - (199.5 + 90) = 5938 in3 = 3.43 ft3
=.
_, *Reference 8.3, page 1831
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p(160°F) -- 61 lb/_ 3
Weight of water = 61 x 3.43 = 209 ib
At 18 ib H20 per ib mol, this is 11o6 Ib toolH20
8.10.1.4 Mass of He Soluble in Capsule Water
B
mf = £/K (Henry'sLaw)
mf = mole fraction gas in _olvent
£ = partial pressure of gas, psia
P = Ptot- PH2o
Ptot = total pressure, psia = ]40 psia
PH20 = vapor pressure of water, psia -- 4.7_ psia at 160°F
P = 14o- 4.74 = 135.26psia
K = Henry's Law constant, mole fraction/psia
"_ = 19.3 x 105 psia/mol frac. at 160°F*
mf = 135.26/19.3 x 105 = 7.O1 x 10-5 (mole fraction He in H20)
Moles He = mf x moles H20
= 7.O1 x 10-5 x 11.6 = 8.13 x i0-_ ib mol He
= 32.52 x IO'_ ib He
*Reference 8.5, _5.
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The amount of heliumwhich will e_cape from the accumulatoris
7.9_6 x 10-3 ib; the amount solubleis 3.252 x I0-_ lb.
Therefore,4.694 x 10-3 ib helium (1.1735x 10-3 mole) will be
insolublein the capsulewater and will have to be dissolvedby
the coolantflow water.
The water flow rate is 75 gallons/minute = 611.7 ib/minute.
1 ft3 61 ib Ib _0gal
75 _--rr-x 7.481gai x _ = 611.7 rain
= 34mole
,,, ,,
min
The time reauired for the 1.1735x 10-3 moles He to be dissolved
by the flowing water can be obtainedf_om
i moles helium 1.1735_ 10-3
t = mol'efr_ction'x fl'uwrate = 7.O1x iO- x 3A
= O._9 minutes
The volume occupied,at iAO psia and 160°F, by thetotal He escaping
from the system,and by the heliumwhich is undissolvedby the
capsulewater, can be obtainedfrom the densityand the amount
involved.
v=./O
V = volume occupied
M = weight of helium = 7.9_6 x I0'-3Ib escaped,
4.694 x 10-3 ib undissolved
i P = density of helium = .O8419ib/ft3 at 140 psia and 160°F
• V = 7.9A6 • 10-3/.O8419 = .O9438ft3 = 163 in3 (total)
i
V = /,.694 x i0-3/.08419 = .05575 ft 3 = 96 i_ (undissolved)
8-21
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8.10.I.5 Reactivit2 Effect of Helium
The worst conceivable effect of the bellows rupture is as
follows:
i. The bellows ruptures and the helium leaks into
the capsule water. It is postulated that the
voiding of the water takes place slowly enough
that the regulator rods can follow the
reactivity change. However, no helium dissolves
into the water.
2. The resulting bubble of helium suddenly collapses .
or is swept away, causing a step increase in
reactivity.
The maximum volume occupied by the helium is 163 in3. Since
the volume of the HT-I adjacent to the core is 1781 in3.,
the fraction occupied is 9.15 per cent. The entire HT-I is
worth 0.5 A onper cent _/_ changing from voided to
flooded** so voidin_ 9 per cent of the volume will certainly
have a lower reactivity worth. The maximum positive step change
in reactivity will therefore be less than _h_ maximum permitted
value of O;5 per cent***. Pro-rating the reactivity worth over
the volume, the worth of the helium bubble would be 0.O_6 per cent
A_/K,ass_ngittobeinalocatlonwhoseworthis5t_es
t_e average, the result is:
Expected worth of He bubble = 0.229 per cent A_¢ K
= 30.6¢
Since the assumptions are extremely conservative, it is concluded
,__ t; , failure of the bellows will not result in a hazardous
s,_u_,tion.
*Reference Section 7.3.3.1.
**Reference 8.7, Part llI, page 2_
*.*Reference 8.7, Part If, page IIl-lO.
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8.10.2 Helium Release Rate
Assuming complete failure of the bellows, the helium discharge rate will
be controlled by the 1/32-inch orifice. The flow rate of a compressible
fluid through an orifice is given in Crane*, p. 3-2_, by
w=3.5o4
w = flow rate, ib/min
Y = net expansion factor for compressible flow = 0.895
=diameter of orifice, in. = 0.03125 in.
C = flow coefficient for orifices = 0.596
Pl = density of gas upstream of orifice = ib/ft3 = 0.176A37 ib/ft3
_p = pressure drop across orifice, psi = 125 psi
Y and C are from Crane, pp. A-20 and A-19, respectively, pl is based on
IO0°F and 265 psia; water pressure is i_0 psia. Gas system piping is
0.25 in. inside diameter.
w = 31.50 x 0.895 x (0.03125)2 x 0.596
x_O.176A37 x 125
i = 7.706 x 10-2 ib/min = 1.9265 x 10-2 ib-mol He/_In
This is the maximum release rate. At this rate, it will take 7.9A x 10-3 ib/
77.06 x 10-3 ib/min = 0.103 =in or 6 seconds to leak into the cooling water.
! Since the flow rate drops off with pressure, the actual release time will be
on the order of 12 seconds.
- The water flow rate is (Section 8.10.1.A) 3_ ib-mol H20/minute. With a molefraction o 7.01 x 10-5, and assuming the water t leave the capsule
saturated with helium, the flowing water can dissolve helium at the rate of
3& ib-mol H20 7.01 x 10-5 ib-mol He = 2.383 x 10-3 ib-mol He
min x Ib-m_l H20 man
i
*Reference 8.6.
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Since the release rate is, initially, 19.265 x 10-3 ib-mol He/rain,the
leak rate is g,-eaterthan the solution rate.
However, the amount released is extremely small (8 x 10-3 ib) over a
fairly long time interval (12 seconds) ar_ so the problem is not as
severe as the postulated worst situation, zrom Section 8olO.1.5.
8.11 ACCIDENTAL CAPSULE EJECTION
The possibility of capsule ejection from the HT-I through-hole was
evaluated by considering the mechanisms which may cause ejection. Upon
inspection of the drawings of the capsule and sample fixture, it is
obvious that major mechanical failure would be required to eject either
the capsule or the sample from HT-I. The mechanisms which would cause
ejection require massive metal failure such as shearing bolts, destruc- --
tion of Marman clamps, or massive tensile failure of the capsule tube. {
These failure mechanisms are not credible in the reactor-HT-l-capsule
system.
{
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9.0 DRAWINGS
9.I DRAWINGS INCLUDED IN HAZARDS REPORT
Dwz. No. Revision Title
709J928 B Sample Holder Details and Assembly
709J929 A HT-I Adapter Details and Assembly
709J930 B Caps_ _ "_noral Arrangement
709J931 B Capsul_ _embly (TC Layout)
566F393 - Sample Fixture General Arrangemert
566F39& G Engineering Flow Diagram
566F395 B Support Structure Details and Assembly
566F_00 - General Arrangement (Quadrant C)
576F011 A Lifting Bar Details and Assembl_
386D718 B Instrument Panel Arrangemen_
i 577FO&I - Alarm and Scram Schematic577FO&2 - Wiring Diagram
9.2 ADDITIONAL DRAWINGS FOR EXPERIMENT NOT INCLUDED IN HAZARDS REPORT
Dwg. No. Revision Title
566F386 A Capsule Details and Sub-Assembly (AI)
i 566F387 A Capsule Details and Sub-Assembly (SS)
566F391 B Junction Box, Cap and Backplate Details
i 387D518 A Guide Assembly
I 566F392 - Sample Fixture Body Assembly
566F_08 - Sample Fixture Deta_is and Sub-Assembly
386D719 A Clamp Assembly
576FO12 B Wiring Layout
i PF-S-12866 - Piping Modifications
PF-S-12865 - Equipment Mounting Modifications
I 709J932 A Piping Arrangement576F013 - Orifice Pl te and Pipe Support Details
and Assembly
576F01_ A Reach Rod and Guide Plate Details and
Assembly
576F015 A Instrument Tubing Arrangement
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DESIGN DATA FOR NORMAL O_ERATION I
Capsule 75 gpm -_
HT-I Inlet Temperature 135°F
Coolant Exit Temperature 153o6°F ;
Design Metal Temperature 300°F
i
Maximum Operating Capsule 188_°F
Wall Temperature
Maximum Capsule Differential 138 psi
Pressure
Maximum Operating Pressure 160 psia -i
- A
Hydrostatic Test Pressure 207 psig
(External Pressure) -_'i
Peak Gamma Heating Rate at 8 watts/g :
60 Mw Reactor Power -[
!
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B.I INSPECTION AND TEST PROCEDURES
This specification covers the requirements for fabrication, factory tests +
and installation tests of an in-pile water-cooled capsule assembly, con-
sisting of capsule, sample holder, adapter sleeve, instrumentatlnn and
miscellaneous other items as shown on WANI Drawings 386D715,
709J928, 709J929, 709J930, 709J931, 566F3L , 566F387, and 566F391.
DesiArnConditions - The capsule is designed for the following conditions:
External Operating Pressure, 160 psig
Maximum Operating Temperature, 300°F
Certification of Materials - The vendor shall furnish certificates for
approval on all materials used in accordance with the applicable ASTM
specifications.
Procedures - The following describes the type of inspection and test pro-
cedures to be used for the custom-built equipment.
B.i.i _e-Penetrant Test
Each weld Joint including tack welds and attachment welds shall be inspected
using a commercial penetrant approved by the Contracting Officer at the
intervals noted below. The procedure for using the penetrant shall conform
with ASTM E 165 except that procedures A-I and B-I shall not be employed.
All penetrant indications prove the presence of defects shall be cause for
rejection or repair as specified hereinafter.
(a) All single welded Joints shall receive liquid penetrant inspection on
the outside surface of the root pass and the outside of the finished
weld surface. ++
(b) All double welded Joints shall receive liquid penetrant inspection on
_-_ the prepared "back-groove" surface and on both finished weld surfaces
upon completion of the weld.
(c) All weld beads where visual inspection indicates possible cracking,
incomplete fusion or overlap shall be penetrant inspected and corrective +-
action taken if necessary before welding is continued.
(d) The dye-penetrant tests will be inspected and approved by the Contracting
Officer. !
i
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B.I.2 Radiographic Test
Radiographic inspection shall conform with UW-5! of Section VIII of the ASME
Code except as modified herein. The quality of the radiography shall meet
the requirements of ASTM Specification ElL2 for quality level 2-1T. Radio-
graphy inspection shall be made on all pressure or containment welds and all
procedure and welders qualification test welds.
The inspection area shall include the weld and the base metal 1 inch on either
side of the weld. insofar as possible, the penetrameter shall be placed on the
source side of the joint; and radiographs shall be made through only one wall
of the plate or pipe being examined. Where it is necessary to_ke the radio-
graph through buuh walls of the pipe or plate, the penetrameter thickness shall
be based on a single wall thickness; only the image of the portion of the weld
n_arest the film shall be considered; images shall not be superimposed. The
adequacy of techniques which deviate from the above must be demonstrated to
the complete satisfaction of the Contracting Officer.
Criteria for Rejection - Any weld which shows evidence of the following
defects shall be rejected_
a. Any type of crack or zone of incomplete fusion or penetration.
b. Any combination of metallic or metal oxide inclusions or porosity in
excess of that shown on the applicable "Porosity Chart", Appendix IV,
Section VIII of the ASME Code. (For material thicknesses less than
1/& inch, the maximum size of any such individual imperfection shall
not exceed lO per cent of the base metal thickness.)
Repairs - Weld repairs shall be made only with the knowledge and prior
approval of the Contracting Officer. The defect shall be completely exposed
and removed by shipping, grinding, machining; or other mechanical means.
Before welding, the defect area shall be thoroughly examined visually and
with the aid of penetrants. Any additional defects exposed shall be removed.
The repair weld shall be made by the same procedure as the original weld and
--. shall meet all requirements of this specification, including penetrant inspec-
tion and radiographic inspection where applicable°
Inspection - The radiographs will be inspected and approved by the Contracting
Officer.
B.I.3 Hydrostatic Test
The vendor shall perform the following tests on capsule components and on the
completed capsule assembly and shall submit his test procedure for the Con-
tracting Officer's approval prior to testing. All tests will be witnessed
and approved by the Contracting Officer.
B-3
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Test Pressure - An internal hyd_'ostatictest of 2&O psig shall be applied to
the in-pile capsule and the HT-1 Adapter Assembly.
Test Procedure - The following shall apply to hydrostatic tests:
a. Hydrostatic tests shall be made with u _sed, distilled or demineralized
water containing not more than iO ppm C solids
b. Pressure shall be applied in increments of not more than 25 psi; and
after each increment of pressure increase, a minimum of lO _Linutesmust
be allowed to examine welds and permit the assemblies to come to
equilibrium. When pressure has reached the required test pressure, it
shall be held for 24 hours without any drop in pressure on the test
gage. ;
c. If any leaks are detected, the pressure must be relieved and the leak
repaired. Vendor must inform the Contracting Officer of proposed method
of repairing the leak and obtain approval of same before proceeding with
the work. When pressure has reached the required test pressure, all welds
shall be carefully examined, x-rayed same as new welds; and the pressure
shall be held for an additional 22 hours during which time an hourly
record of the pressure gage readings shall be maintained.
d. Every precaution must be taken during testing to insure that the interior _;
of the assemblies remain absolutely clean, i
e. After hydrostatic tests, the assemblies shall be rinsed with unused, dis-
tilled or demineralized water containing not more than i0 ppm solids, i
After rinsing, the assemblies shall be drained and dried with oil free
air.
B.I._ Connection Box Test
All watertight connection boxes shall be pressure tested with nitrogen to
20 psig to insure watertight integrity.
B.I.5 Radiation Effects Testing of Brazed Joint
An instrumented transition piece of 30_L sSainless steel Joined to 3003
aluminum, and contained within a capsule (Figure B.1), was tested in the
Ground Test Reactor in May and June, 1963, to determine the effects of
neutron and gamna irradiation of the brazed Joint and test data has been
published.*
The test consisted of pressurizing the sample with gaseous N_ to 150 psig
and at approximately @-hour intervals, evacuating the gas inside the sample
Joint and then externally pressurizing the Joint to 150 psig. Cycling I
*Reference B.I, page 25_-256.
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between internal and external pressurization was done to simulate the
water-cooled capsule conditions encountered during sample changing operations.
The test temperature was _I20°F and the duration was _-320 hours.
Figure B.2 is a sketch of the test fixture. The test joint differs from the
W-2 capsule joint in size, wall thickness, and strength (alloy). Although
radiation damage induced in the different aluminum alloys cannot be factored
: out, existing nvt data on the two alloys will be correlated to determine
radiation induced changes in a 6061-T6 Joint from measured changes in the
3003 Joint.
8
At GTR, the test Joint was exposed to a fast neutron flux of 6 x iQ_nv
(E>O.I Mev), and a total integrated fast neutr_ flux of 6.A x iOA_nvt,
and integrated thermal neutron flux of 2.8 x iO Jnvt. The W-2 capsule Joint,
based on extrapolated preliminary measurementa at a 19 k_ reactor power level,
should be exposed to a fast neturon flux of about ? x 107_/cm_SeCo This
. corresponds to an integrated fast neutron flux of 3 x lO_n/cm _. Thus,
J
i approximately 138 hours of irradiation time in GTR provides an equivalent
exposure to the PBR W-2 capsule. The calculated gas_a heating rate in the
GTR test capsule was 6_5 BTU/h_ and in the sample Joint 2_i BTU/hr, based on
a ga_aa heat rate of 5.2 x 0-_I W/gin.
B.2 FABRICATION
[
I The following specifications apply to all materials used for fabrication of
the in-pile assembly:
a. Alu_Ltnumalloy tubing shall be drawn seamless as per ASTM B 210 alloy
6061.
b. Aluminum alloy sheet and plate shall be in accordance with ASTM B 209
alloy 6061.
c. Aluminum alloy bars, rods, and wire shall be in accordance with ASTM
B 211 alloy 6061.
d. All aluminum components shall be of the T-6 temper throughout.
e. Aluminwa Unitrace shall be 6063-T5 Alcoa Unitrace or equal°
f. Stainless steel tubing shall be seamless or welded in accordance with
A 269.
g. Stainless steel plate, sheet and strips shall be in accordance with
ASTM A 167 TP 30_.
h. All stainless steel components shall be treated after completion of
fabrication and surface finishing. The treatment shall consist of
imasrsion in an 18-22 per cent nitric acid and 1-1/2 - 2-1/2 per cent
sodium dichromate solution at 120-1kOeF for 30 Linutes and rinsed in
i water and then thoroughly dried.
B-5
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Figure B.I - Instrumented Aluminum-Stainless Steel Transition Piece
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The capsule assemblies shall be fabricated in accordance with this specifi-
cation, the drawings and WANL Process Specification 29&506. The vendor
shall submit to the Contracting Officer for approval six (6) copies of any
fabrication details, ship and erection drawings of the in-pile capsule when
particular details are not shown on the drawings or s_ecified. Irladdition,
any deviations from specifications, drawings, or code practices must be
submitted to the Contracting Officer for approval prior to proceeding with
such deviations. The approval of drawings or deviations does not relieve
the vendor from any responsibility for error therein or from any obligations
under the contract.
Prior to fabrication, the vendor shall prepar_Ja detailed fabrication
schedule of the subassemblies and submit it to the Contracting Officer for
approval. The purpose of this schedule shall be to insure that every com-
ponent, weld Joint, brazed Joint, and m_c_nical Joint of the capsule shall
successfully pass all tests as herei_m_er _pecified in the proper sequence
prior to becoming inaccessible.
Weld.ingand Brazing - ALl welding and brazing procedures shall be submitted
to the Contracting Officer for approval. No welding shall be performed prior
to approval of the procedure. Approval by the Contracti:_ Officer will be
for generaA conformance to the special requirements of th_ _ork and will
in no w_v relieve the ven_ _f his responsibility to procu:a satisfactory
work. Wel_/ng shall be _, accordance with the requirement_ of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII; Jnfired P_:_sure Vessels,
Section IX; Welding Qualifications and Piping Code ASA _ 31.1 and as
hereinafter specified. Pressurescontainment welds shal._Le _pe i, dye-
penetrant inspected and 100 per cent radiographed.
All welding and brazing shall be performed in a mm_ne.r so as to maintain
the dimensions and tolerances indicated on the drawAr_s and as outlined in
WANLProcess Specification 29A506.
Welding of Stainless Steel - Wherever possible, w_Jlding shall be performed
by manual inert gas shielded metal-arc (tungsten electrode) process with
consumable insert; otherwise, shielded metal-arc process shall be used with
butt welded Joints.
a. Electrodes shall conform with ASTM A 298, Type E 308 ELC.
b. Consumable inserts shall be EB type as developed by Electric Boat
Corporation or approved equal. The consumable insert shall deposit
undiluted solid metal that shall contain a minimum of 6 per cent
delta ferrite in the chrcae-nickel equivalents.
c. 0nly argon gas shall be used for shielding and purging; purity shall be
99.8 per cent.
B-8
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d. All surfaces to be welded at least 2 inches each side of the Joint shall
be free of oxides, scale, oil, grease, cutt.4ng fluids and other
impurities.
e. Welding shall be performed in the flat position (horizontal rolled) to
the maximum extent possible.
f. ,Ii wire brushing shall be performed using stainless steel wire brushed. ----
g. All grinding shall be performed using rubber or resin bonded aluminum
oxide or silicon carbide wheels.
h. Preheat shall not be employed except when the base metal is below 60°F.
Preheating shall raise the temperature to within range of 60°F to 85°F.
i. Jigs, fixtures and clamps shall be employed to the maximum extent
practical to establish and maintain alignment of the baee metal and
Joint dimensions. Alignment shall be carefully controlled at the
time of tacking so as to achieve the dimensional tole_qnces required.
J. The consumable insert formed ring with an overlap shall be sprung into
the smaller of the two pipe ends; small tack weld shall be made between
the ring and the one p_pe end at about 4 inches spacing aro_,d half the
circumference. The ring overlap shall be carefully trimmed off so that
the _ap does not exceed 1/32 inch. The remainder cf the circumference
shall then be tack welded, and the second pipe end is then fitted over
the ring. Tack welds Joining both pipe ends and the insert are f4,_ally
made every inch st the location of the original tack -_eldsand between
them at equally spaced intervals. The ends of the pipe shall be pre-
pared for the consumable insert.
k. The inside of the pipe during final tacking and fusion welding of the
consu=able insert shall be purged with argon gas to assure complete
freedom of oxidation of the inside surface of the fused insert.
i. The weld shall be thoroughly wire brushed to remow surface oxide.
Peening shall not be employed at an_ stage of weld_._.
m. The bead contour inside the pipe shall be a slight reinforce=ent bead
uniformly and smoothly blended into the parent me_al surface.
n. Weldmente shall not be subjected to any intermediate or poet-weld heat
treatment
Weld_ and Brazin_ of Aluminum
a. Almmin_ shall be welded in accordance with the requirements of the Alcoa
manual o, Inert Gas Shieldlnx Type Weldin_ of Al_mia_.
B-9
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b. Aluminma shall be brazed in accordance with the requirements of the ._
Alcoa manual on Brazing Aluminum.
c. All brazed Joints shall develop the full strength of thinnest aluminum i
section adjacent to the joint. _"
d. The brazed aluminum to stainless transition Joint shall be a "Bi-
Braze" transition joint as manufactured by the Bi-Braze Corporation and
will be furnished by the Contracting Officer.
e. All aluminum components in the completed assembly shall be T6 temper i
throughout except as noted on the drawings.
Finish of Aluminum
After final surface finishing operations, the entire exterior and interior
aluminum surface of the in-pile section of the capsule shall be coated with
finish as indicated on drawings. The coating shall be applied by the Anodize
Treatment Process as outlined in MIL Spec 2_70 EAMSo
B.3 DELIVERY OF CAPSULE ASSEMBLY
Packin_ - The vendors shall use every precaution in the cratir_ -_ndpacking
of the capsule assembly to prevent damage during shipping and unloading. The
assembly shall be uniformly supported for its full length to prevent damage
and distortion. All open ends qhall be sealed by plastic covers and wood
protection blocks. The entire capsule shall be covered with a polyethylene
bag and sealed.
Unpacking - The vendor's engineer shall supervise the unpacking of the
capsule assembly at the installation site with a representative of the
Contracting Officer present.
B-IO
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APP_DIX C
i- EQUIPHENT LIST
C.i Capsule
7"
C.2 S.S. Valves
J
C.3 Piping and Components
C._ In-Reactor Haterials
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C.1 CAPSULE
Materialsfor the capsuleensembleare listed "n the followingdrawings:
709J928
709J929
709J930
709J931
387D518
566F386
566F387
566F391
C-2
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C.A IN-REACTOR MATERIALS
A spectrochemical analysis was made on a sample of the 6061-T6 aluminum
tube used for the in-pile section of W-2 Water Cooled In-Pile Capsule.
The weight percentage breakdown of the materials was found to be as
follows:
Material Weight %
Alm_'tnum 97.__+.2
Iron •372
Manganese .068
Copper .252
Chromium •217
Zinc .I
Titanium .02
Nickel .03
Silicon •59
Magnesium .91
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